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Culture As Catalyst
The world is on the move: more than ever before, people are leaving their
countries of origin, settling here or there for a time, putting down new
roots. Mobility, globalization and the internet have made borders more
permeable. What was always true is becoming increasingly evident today:
society is never monolithic, and cultures are always evolving. Immigration
is part of today’s reality in Switzerland too, a country that has always been
multilingual and regionally diverse.
The traditional division between “us” and “them” is being eroded,
slowly but surely. Immigrants can be found in all sectors and segments of
society. Who is an immigrant today? What role can arts and culture – and
the institutions that represent them – play in our contemporary multicultural society?
For this issue of Passages, we asked artists and art experts from a variety of backgrounds to share their views on these questions. Their work
– from the fields of literature, performing arts, philosophy and cultural
policy – makes clear that art is a space for critical reflection. The role of
the arts is to confront society with new possibilities, and to encourage new
ways of thinking about social issues as well as individual identity.
Shermin Langhoff and her post-migrant theatre in Berlin have been
doing this for several years now, reaping success and public acclaim. So
has Doro Siepel with the Theater Zuidplein in Rotterdam. For artists, an
immigrant background can provide the impetus to explore questions of
personal identity and sources of creativity. The Geneva-based author Max
Lobe delights in juggling with clichés about his chosen country, Switzerland, and the land of his birth, Cameroon. In our photo series, the SwissJapanese visual artist David Favrod presents a fictitious autobiography.
And in an interview, the philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah emphasizes
the need to be both a local citizen and a citizen of the world. His spirited
musings set the theoretical framework for a discussion in which all the
arts have something to say.
This issue of Passages is our contribution to a timely topic. We wish
you an inspiring read.
Janine Messerli
Managing Editor, Passages
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Self-portraits of the artist as
a kamikaze pilot and a Kabuki actor

The story of my Japanese
grandparents is part of the map of my
identity.
David Favrod

”

Global Local Culture
How do contemporary artistic practices reflect the realities of multicultural society? This dossier presents a variety of perspectives drawn from
theatre, literature, photography and dance. The responses range from
the playful and the philosophical to the polemical. What they all share: a
conviction that arts and culture – and the institutions that represent them
– create a space for critical reflection on society and individual identity.
The dossier is illustrated with works by the Swiss-Japanese photographer
David Favrod, whose fictive autobiography stages Japan in the landscapes
of the Valais.
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or thirty-one years, from 1981 to 2012, Dorothea Kolland was head of cultural affairs in Neukölln, a Berlin
neighbourhood variously dubbed by the media as a
“problem district” or as the “Bronx of Berlin” – not
least because of the high proportion of foreigners living there. Over 40 % of the 315,000 residents in Neukölln have
an immigrant background, representing over 160 different nations. This diversity of cultures should be reflected in the cultural institutions as well, Kolland declares, and demands a more
open approach.
Dorothea Kolland, when did you last see an artistic work that
takes a positive view of immigrant society?
Recently I saw a marvellous piece of documentary theatre, called
Refugee Monologues, in Neukölln. Professional actors conducted
interviews with refugees and
brought their stories to the
stage. It was extremely impressive.
How does this theatre experience represent an intercultural approach in the arts?
The piece addresses many different aspects of the cultural
diversity that characterizes our
society. I like to say that it fulfils the requirements of the
three P’s.

And have they changed?
Well, we’ve come a little way at least. For example an actress with
Turkish roots plays a police commissioner in Tatort [a popular
crime series on German TV].
Talking about artistic personnel, do you think quotas should be
introduced?
No. There are enough people of diverse origins who have artistic
potential. They just have to be noticed and hired.
Why do you think it is so important for cultural institutions to
open up?
For one thing, because we have no alternative. Our multi-ethnic
society is a reality, and the developments in our cities are irreversible. For another, because of the great potential inherent in intercultural exchange. Economists
call for more pluralism in the
business world; in fact, diversity has long been a management buzzword.

No Ethnic
Pigeonholes,
Please

Cultural institutions should reflect the reality
of today’s multicultural societies, says Dorothea
Kolland, a former cultural affairs coordinator
from Berlin. She would like to see people of all
ethnic origins play an active role, both on
the cultural stage and in the audience, and has
been working toward that goal for decades. In
this interview, she shares some key experiences.

What can cultural institutions learn from the business
world about “diversity management”?
To address the issue as a matter
of course, less obliquely. In
business the objective is clear:
to make a profit. And it is
equally clear that involving
people of different origins helps.

The three P’s?
They stand for the first letter of
areas that the arts could and
How can the arts profit from
banking on diversity?
should get involved in: personThere are two ways to profit; I
nel, programme and public.
For a theatre, in this case Heicall them output and outcome.
mathafen Neukölln, to include
Output is a direct, short-term
a play like the Refugee Monoorientation toward profit. Worlogues in its programme is a
king to full capacity, ticket sales
Interview by Miriam Glass
first step. In terms of personand so on. An open approach
nel, they took into account the
may not instantly produce the
social reality of the area by working with people from different cul- desired results. But the outcome is more important, meaning protures: German actors, a Vietnamese musician and the refugees who fit as a long-term objective. The point is how to find ways for a cultold their stories. The audience, mostly people around age thirty, tural organization or institution to change and strengthen its place
was a diverse group.
in society. Diversity management should focus on the outcome.
But at the same time it’s important to have projects that can chalk
You’ve chosen an indie venue to illustrate your point. Do tradi- up visible short-term successes, which in turn gives an impetus to
tional institutions like museums, municipal theatres or opera long-term change.
houses also have to work at involving people from other cultures?
Do you have an example of an institution that has successfully
Yes, absolutely. Many have a hard time accepting reality, though opened up?
not quite as hard as in the 1960s when Grace Bumbry sang the part Yes, the musical theatre Neuköllner Oper. It was established in the
of Venus in Wagner’s Tannhäuser in Bayreuth. A black Venus! It 1970s with the idea of bringing what was then still a very convenwas a scandal at the time. But it was a clear indication that things tional, bourgeois genre down-to-earth, closer to reality, even in
would have to change.
so-called “uncultured” neighbourhoods like Neukölln. But it still
ART, S O CIE T Y AND M IG R AT IO N
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took quite a while to realize that people with a non-German background would have to be directly involved in order to make theatre that would reach “ordinary” people. We had endless discussions. They triggered a long and challenging process but with
wonderful results.

How can politics contribute to creating more cultural openness?
Certainly not by dictating from the top down. Cultural policy
should never interfere with artistic freedom. But it can contribute
to initiating change by offering incentives and creating the conditions that foster a suitable environment.

What were the difficulties?
A conventional opera repertoire doesn’t include much that relates
to the current reality of Neukölln. But after intense effort, a marvellous piece was created, Tango Türk by a young woman composer from Turkey, Sinem Altan. It’s about the tango in 1930s Istanbul and has a framing story involving Turkish guest workers in
Berlin. The opera was an absolute delight, but unfortunately it
attracted the same old audience. The production did not automatically attract the attention of Turks and other immigrants in
Neukölln, and they didn’t realize or accept that it might have something to do with them. It was a mistake that taught us a lot, but
it still keeps happening: you put tremendous effort into creating
something and then it doesn’t reach the people you want to
address.

What does that mean in concrete terms?
The development of programmes and criteria to promote the arts.
This could take the form of financial support, or stipulating that
people and subject matter from other cultures be included in order to participate in certain programmes. When I was in Canada,
I saw that specifications of that kind work. Cultural practitioners
there have to prove that they have achieved the specified intercultural goals. There are extensive laws against discrimination in Canada, that also apply to disabled people and sexual orientation. In
order to get funding you have to show that you are making a contribution to combating discrimination. The laws are very strict,
and with positive results.

How was the mistake corrected?
The Neuköllner Oper collaborated with a large Turkish organization, putting together special packages for groups, and they managed to get quite a few immigrants to attend. At the ball of the
Neuköllner Oper, there was a Turkish military band; it was a group
that had previously been heard only in Turkish contexts. In terms
of reaching out, the public is by far the greatest challenge; programme and personnel are easier to implement.
How can that be changed?
The most important thing is cultural education. You have to work
with children and young people, and the schools have to be involved as well. That means providing cultural education not only for
the children of immigrants, but for everybody. No ethnic pigeonholes, please! Everybody who grows up here is exposed to the reality of an intercultural society.

You have advocated a Charter of Diversity. What does that involve?
We debated a Charter of Diversity in the Berlin arts council, which
consists of representatives from Berlin’s cultural institutions. It
was obvious that they still have an incredibly long way to go as far
as interculturality is concerned. And we thought that shared guidelines would help. But the debate became so heated that the council itself was in danger of falling apart.
Why?
Because it’s apparently impossible for all the different cultural institutions to agree on adopting a binding Charter. The Berlin Philharmonic, for example, is faced with completely different issues
than a freelance group. The majority of the artistic personnel in
the important orchestras and dance companies come from other
countries anyway. Their public is also international, thanks, of
course, to tourists as well. So they don’t have to change the same
things that small, local troupes would have to. But changes are

Conference: Intercultural Basel
The city of Basel is located at the intersection of Switzerland, Germany and France. It is home to multinational corporations,
world-renowned cultural institutions, and a highly diverse population that includes immigrants from 160 countries. Their knowledge and experience represents untapped cultural potential. How
might it be used? What do local cultural institutions have to offer
to different segments of the city’s population? And how could they
be encouraged to participate more fully in Basel’s cultural scene?
Ideas for better exploiting the city’s intercultural potential will be

explored in lectures and panel featuring cultural producers and
consumers, locals and immigrants, and representatives of the cultural, political and academic sectors. The goal: to formulate “best
practice” guidelines for the city’s cultural venues and funding institutions. The conference Basel – Interkulturell will take place on
19 June 2013 at the Gare du Nord in Basel. It will be organized by
Basel’s cultural affairs department (Abteilung Kultur Basel-Stadt),
with support from Pro Helvetia.
www.kultur.bs.ch
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required in any case because the international population of Berlin is practically ignored.
What came out of the discussions?
We hired a mediator and then formulated the three P’s. The homework, so to speak, for all cultural institutions to reach out regarding programme, personnel and public. And we ourselves committed to working out a Charta for our own institutions with our
own colleagues and co-workers.
Do you know of any examples in Switzerland that satisfy these
requirements?
Intercultural libraries that stock books in many different languages and have become a meeting place for the people of the community. The situation in Switzerland can’t be compared directly
with Neukölln. In a city like Basel, intercultural efforts also target
so-called expats, in other words, the well-heeled and well-educated
employees of major corporations. That’s a negligible factor in Neukölln. On the other hand, it’s always important to remember that
immigrants are also an extremely diverse group. It’s not just Germans and Swiss that are poor and rich or educated and less educated; the same applies to immigrants.
Three times in a row, the Swiss Book Prize has gone to writers
who are not of Swiss origin. Is that an indication of success?
Yes, but only if the selection of the award winners was based exclusively on the quality of the work and had nothing to do with their
background. Awarding a prize in order to be politically correct
sends out the wrong signals. There should be no bonus for immigrants. There’s only one objective: the promotion of excellence in
the arts. But it’s also important to pay attention to how the selecting bodies are constituted.
Do you mean intercultural juries?
Yes, although that’s easier said than done. Because if you’ve
neglected artists of other origins for years, how are you suddenly
going to find any that can sit on a jury? But they do exist and they
have to be heard.

Dr. Dorothea Kolland (b. 1947) studied singing at the Hochschule
für Musik in Munich and musicology at the universities of Munich,
Florence and Berlin. She was head of the cultural affairs department
of Berlin’s Neukölln district, from 1981 to 2012. Kolland’s practical
and theoretical work has been devoted to cultural education,
interculturality and equal opportunity. Her most recent publication,
in German: Werkstatt Stadtkultur. Potenziale kultureller und
künstlerischer Vielfalt (Bonn, 2012).
Miriam Glass (b. 1979) is a journalist who specializes in arts
and culture. She currently writes for the weekly Der Sonntag and
is based in Basel.
Translated from the German by Catherine Schelbert

I do not dwell exclusively on difficult family
memories. There are also amusing pictures – like my
self-portrait as an octopus.
David Favrod

”

Artist’s
Statement
“For the Swiss, I am Japanese, and for
the Japanese I am Swiss – or rather, a
gaijin, a foreigner.”
“My name is David Takashi Favrod. I was born
on 2 July 1982 in Kobe, Japan. My mother is
Japanese and my father is Swiss. When I was six
months old, my parents decided to come and
live in Switzerland: in Vionnaz, a little village in
lower Valais. As my father had to travel for his
work a lot, I was mainly brought up by my
mother, who taught me her principles and her
culture. When I was eighteen, I asked for double
nationality at the Japanese embassy, but this
was refused, because it is only given to Japanese
women who wish to obtain their husband’s
nationality.
It is from this feeling of rejection, and also
from a desire to prove that I am as Japanese as I
am Swiss, that the Gaijin project was created.
The work is a fictional narrative, a tool for
my quest for identity, where self-portraits
imply an intimate and solitary relationship I
have with myself. The mirror image is frozen in
a figurative alter ego that serves as an anchor
point. The aim of this work is to create my own
“Japan” in Switzerland, from memories of my
journeys when I was small, my mother’s stories,
popular and traditional culture and my
grandparents’ war narratives. In my subsequent
series Omoide Poroporo and Hikari, I delved
deeper into the memories of my grandparents.
This work obliges me to invent my own
biography and recreate events that have shaped
me, although I did not experience them myself.”
David Favrod lives and works in Switzerland
and Spain. He obtained a Bachelor in photography and a Master in art direction from the
ECAL, the university of art and design in
Lausanne. He has received the Aperture Portfolio
Prize and the Swiss Design Award and, in 2013,
a Project Launch grant from the Center Awards.
He has exhibited in group and solo shows in
Europe, the USA and South Africa.
www.davidfavrod.com
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othing annoys Shermin Langhoff more than the jux- manistic ethos. At the same time, a fantastic German teacher at
taposition, rampant even in the German cultural my high school introduced me to Büchner and Brecht. These were
scene, between “us” (the Germans) and “them” (the the ideals and expectations I grew up with – which is probably not
immigrants). One result of this distinction: support the case for most working-class children (of immigrants).”
schemes that mean well but nevertheless stand in the
She always wanted to tell stories and share them with the
way of important structural changes. And yet, the independent public, Langhoff says. After completing an apprenticeship in pubBallhaus Naunynstrasse theatre, with which she made a name for lishing, co-founding the Nuremberg German-Turkish film festiherself in Berlin and beyond, has also done its share of surfing on val, and working together with filmmaker Fatih Akın, she began
the immigrant wave. Her catchword was “post-migrant theatre” – to focus professionally on the stage once again. Perhaps it also
but even Langhoff, who was born in Bursa, Turkey, could not com- helped that she had met her future husband Lukas Langhoff, the
pletely escape the old stereotypes.
scion of an East German theatre dynasty. And then, she was inStill, her strategy of offering an alternative to cultural poli- vited to work with Matthias Lilienthal: the former head dramacies and arts journalism still mired in outdated patterns has been turge at the Berliner Volksbühne had taken over the theatre and
an overwhelming success. Shermin Langhoff’s theatre helped performance centre Hebbel am Ufer (HAU) in 2002 and wanted
sharpen awareness of home-grown racism: all across Germany, her to help anchor it better in the predominantly Turkish neighbourhood of Berlin in which it
municipally-funded theatres
is located.
launched “post-migrant” initiatives, held workshops and pro“At the Volksbühne, Matgrammed events. After just
thias Lilienthal didn’t have
three years at the helm of the
to worry so much about us
‘Kanakes’ [a pejorative German
modest-sized Ballhaus, Langhoff
term for Turkish immigrants].
received a tempting offer to beBut it was still a political theatre
come artistic director of the
and I could identify with it, beprestigious Vienna Festwochen.
cause it was engaged in ‘digging
After some hesitation, howin the dirt of Teutonic history,’
ever, she chose to stay in Berlin,
as the expression goes: probing
where she will succeed Armin
in the manner of Fassbinder,
Petras at the Maxim Gorki TheWith her programmes based on the
bringing an artistic and aesatre this coming autumn. It reconcept of “post-migrant" theatre Shermin
thetic interest to bear on the
mains to be seen whether her
Langhoff has brought new voices
contradictions, prejudices, and
appointment merely pays lip serto the German stage and helped dispell racist
mechanisms of exclusion of our
vice to the “post-migrant” trend,
society.”
stereotypes. In this combination
or whether the Gorki’s first artistic director with Turkish roots
portrait and interview, the Berlin-based
The Volksbühne theatre is
will succeed at ushering in a
theatre curator discusses the political and
an exception. But don’t many
structural shift within this basaesthetic challenges of her work.
other (municipally-funded)
tion of German “high” culture.
theatres also claim to culti*
vate a socially-critical attiBy Eva Behrendt
tude?
Shermin Langhoff likes to tell
“Certainly. That’s what makes it
stories: this becomes evident
only minutes into our interview. In response to the first question all the more astonishing that German theatre and German drama,
about how she got her start at the Ballhaus in Berlin’s inner-city which are generously funded, and claim to be a thorn in the side
Kreuzberg district, she reaches much further back and begins to of the over-saturated bourgeoisie, simply were not interested in
talk about little Shermin Özel who, at age four or five, accompa- this subject. Immigrants as artists – and not as victims – were just
nied her politically-active Marxist aunt to demonstrations in Tur- not on the cultural-political agenda. Even commercial sectors like
key while her mother had already gone to Germany as a so-called film and television reacted more quickly to social changes. When
Matthias Lilienthal offered me my own festival to curate, I thought
“guest worker” at the AEG plant in Nuremberg.
Shermin Langhoff: “I first stood on a stage in Germany at the the idea was too narrow at first. I didn’t want to ‘play the Turkish
age of nine, and recited poems by Bertolt Brecht and Nazim card’ as he jokingly suggested. But to do something that said: ‘AcHikmet. At fourteen I was the youngest activist in the outlawed tually, no.’”
Turkish Communist Party in Germany. Our work, which was done
together with associations, focussed not only on Germany, but on At the HAU, Langhoff ultimately curated a series called Beyond
the democratization process in Turkey. We maintained close con- Belonging, which included the 2006 premiere (directed by Neco
tact to the political and artistic community in exile, with its hu- Celik) of the prize-winning and oft-restaged Black Virgins

“I Didn’t Want
to Play the
Turkish Card”
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(Schwarze Jungfrauen). The piece features a series of monologues
by radical young Muslim women culled from real-life interviews
conducted by authors Feridun Zaimoğlu and Günter Senkel. Langhoff: “We used the HAU as a laboratory. We tried to bring new protagonists to the stage, and to interest new people in the theatre altogether. The audience kept increasing, which in turn encouraged
the creators of the plays, and also had a political effect. The atten-

“

ing-class children in this country, especially when it comes to cultural education – not to speak of training as an artist. Alongside
these socio-economic mechanisms of exclusion, the German theatre has also preserved certain expectations about diction and hair
and skin colour for actors in ensembles. To put a fine point on it,
you could say that a combination of capitalism and racism means
that most youngsters from immigrant families don’t even think
about the option of a career in theatre. This
is why, at the Ballhaus, we try to attract
Immigrants as artists – and not as victims – were just not
these youngsters and make it easier for
them to attend acting workshops.”
on the cultural-political agenda.
tion from the media was enormous. But it soon became clear that
the goal of encouraging new talents in German theatre would not
be accomplished through festivals alone. So I applied to be the
director of the Ballhaus Naunynstrasse.”
A few years ago the Ballhaus, founded in 1983 as a German-Turkish community and cultural centre, was not even known to most
Berlin theatre-goers. Shermin Langhoff seized the opportunity in
2008 when the Berlin government granted it a subsidy of 200,000
euros per year. Langhoff: “I opened with the young post-migrant
theatre festival Dogland – Hundeland. The concept of ‘post-migrant’ was necessary to render the focus on immigrants and their
stories acceptable to ‘high’ culture. I no longer wanted to be active
solely within the community. I also didn’t want to make theatre
for spectators who came merely out of goodwill, and I didn’t want
to do light comedy formats. Ultimately it’s not a question of ethnic
origin and background, but of political attitudes, perceptions, and
aesthetic challenges. A story is not special because it is told by an
immigrant, but because it is told in a special way.”
The term “post-migrant” sounds very theoretical, but apparently it did not scare people away …
“On the contrary. For thousands of people, the Ballhaus has become an important place, a motor and an inspiration. In the past
four years we had 25,000 spectators a year, in a venue with 100
seats. According to a study carried out by the Freie Universität Berlin, we reach people in every part of the city, including many school
classes and an international audience. My strategy was never: ‘I
want to get the Turks into the theatre.’ That would be a question
of class, not ethnic background – but that’s another story. Of course
the Turkish bohème comes, and the Turkish queers …”
But not the kebab seller?
“Yes, the kebab seller too! Because the Ballhaus, as a fringe venue,
could also host projects that appeal to Uncle Ahmed and Aunt
Ayshe. Not least because their sons and daughters have taken part
in workshops there.”
You have done a lot of groundbreaking work. But why are there
still so few children of immigrants training to work in theatre?
“The children of immigrants are mostly also working-class children, and we know all about the inequality of opportunity for work-

”

Bringing together the right people without
ethnic prejudices and making it possible for them to work together: here Shermin Langhoff was particularly successful with
Crazy Blood (Verrücktes Blut, written and directed by Nurkan Erpulat and Jens Hillje). In a fictitious school production of Friedrich
Schiller’s play The Robbers, a hysterical teacher tries to instill concepts of integration and freedom in her pupils with the aid of a confiscated gun. Langhoff: “The teacher in Crazy Blood wants to rip
the headscarves off the girls’ heads. Driven by Enlightenment
ideas, she becomes a violent criminal. Audience reactions have
been complex. Some spectators identify with the teacher and feel
that ‘these young people’ must be made to watch the play.”
You are currently preparing your first season at the Maxim
Gorki Theatre. Is there something you would like to take with
you from the Ballhaus to this eminent city theatre?
“My goal is still to achieve more openness – in the ensemble, the
stories and the audience – and to remove more barriers for Berlin.
But I don’t want to take the ‘post-migrant’ concept with me, especially as that work will be continued by my colleagues at the Ballhaus. Now I have an opportunity to create relevant and, ideally, also
good theatre for Berlin, without any labels. We have already
brought the best and most exciting actors in Germany to Berlin –
even to the city’s smallest and most under-funded ensemble!”

www.ballhausnaunynstrasse.de
www.gorki.de
Eva Behrendt writes for the German review
Theater heute, and is a freelance contributor
to German public radio and the Tageszeitung
newspaper. She lives in Berlin.
Translated from the German by Marcy Goldberg
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During the Second World War my grandparents lived in Kobe,
one of the first Japanese cities to be bombed.
David Favrod

”
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ocieties around the world are becoming increasingly it’s a good idea for any communities to think of themselves as
diverse through migration. Some, that until recently homogeneous or fixed, because they’re not.
were relatively homogeneous, tend to frame the new
diversity as a problem. How do you respond to ques- You have developed the notion of cosmopolitanism as a way of
tions like: “How can we live together?”
looking at these questions historically, philosophically but also
If somebody asks how ‘we’ should respond, I would say: Begin by pragmatically. How does cosmopolitanism fit into the discusmaking people feel welcome. And by gently telling them about sion of migration?
some of the things that other recent visitors have got wrong. And Cosmopolitanism is not one, but two central and distinct ideas.
then, listen to them. Living together is an activity for consenting One – the etymological meaning of the word – is that we’re all ciadults, and it always takes both sides. I think that there is work to tizens of the world. That’s an emphasis on the fact that humans
be done, both by the people who are arriving, and by the people have something very important in common that we shouldn’t lose
who are in the so-called receiving societies. On the one hand by track of. And that we have moral responsibilities to people both
making sure that new arrivals understand what they’re being within and outside our own societies. The other side of cosmopoasked to do as residents and citizens. And on the other hand by litanism – which is not always invoked, but which I’d like to stress
inviting people who are already
– is a recognition that a sense
residents to see how they can be
of sharedness and a sense of
helpful.
mutual responsibility are conThe form of multiculturalism
sistent with thinking that every
some people have imagined, which
community is entitled to make
was a matter of allowing people to
its own way, and that there isn’t
get on with it in their own subjust one best way for everybody
cultures, is not terribly helpful. It
to live. Cosmopolitans not only
doesn’t matter where you come
accept that, they actually take
from, if you live in Geneva or Zupleasure in the fact that other
Philosopher and cultural theorist
rich or Paris or Amsterdam, you
people do things differently:
Kwame Anthony Appiah shares
can’t live there the way you lived
other people in their town,
his thoughts on cosmopolitanism,
in rural India or urban Algeria or
other peple in their country,
conversation, and the pleasures
other people in the world,
wherever it is you came from. You
maybe even other people in
will be changed by the experience,
and benefits of cultural exchange.
and you will need to change, betheir family. It’s a celebration of
cause you’re moving from one conthe different as different.
Interview by Marcy Goldberg
text to another: in political terms,
in juridical terms, in the relations
Part of the cosmopolitan attitude also entails accepting
between men and women, and so
on. But it’s also not a way of welcoming people to say, ‘You can people who don’t accept the cosmopolitan attitude. Isn’t that a
come but only on our terms.’ If you really want Switzerland to be paradox?
in 2053 exactly what it is in 2013, then good luck, because I don’t The universalist side of cosmopolitanism insists on basic moral
think it’s going to work. Your children are going to screw that up ideas that we think everybody must accept. For example, we think
anyway, without any foreigners arriving.
everybody must accept that you shouldn’t do gratuitous harm to
other people because it amuses you. But the difference-accepting
You’re saying there has to be a basic willingness to want to side includes accepting people who live in their own communities
engage in this kind of exchange. But you don’t see a fundamen- and don’t take much interest in the world outside, like the Amish
tal problem with the mindset of thinking about it as ‘us’ and in Pennsylvania, or monastics living in monasteries and nunne‘them’?
ries. In the modern world, I think we need cosmopolitans to make
You want to avoid two things. One is pretending that there are no things work. But we don’t need everybody to be cosmopolitan. And
differences. The other is essentializing: thinking that there’s a way that’s a good thing, because we think that people should be free to
that ‘they’ are and that there’s a way ‘we’ are. Some of ‘us’ are Pro- be un-cosmopolitan.
testant and some are Catholic and some are Jewish, some of us are
gay and some are straight and some are religious and some are In 2010 you published a book called The Honor Code: How
campaigning atheists. Some of us think that a little black Dior Moral Revolutions Happen. Since then we have seen revoludress is great, and other people think that’s awfully old-fashioned. tions, such as the ones in Egypt and Tunisia, seeming to deAnd the people from elsewhere are all kinds of people too, and they velop an anti-cosmopolitan stance. Have recent events changed
aren’t all the same. They make come from a Muslim society, but the way that you think about these questions?
they may have left because they want to be a different kind of Mus- In the historical cases that I studied, a moral revolution essentially
lim, or because they don’t want to be a Muslim at all. I don’t think takes a generation. You can’t become a democratic society in a year,

Citizens of
the World
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because citizens have to learn to deal with other people who don’t
agree with them but whom they have to live with and accept as
equals. I think the kind of intolerance that is associated unfortunately with one kind of political Islam – but only one kind – is the
result of a century or more of being subjectively as well as objectively on the losing side of history. Watching the West – which from
a Muslim point of view basically meant Christianity – take over the
world, and watching your own societies apparently unable to resist the military might which demolished the Ottoman Empire,
took over India, colonized Africa, and so on. That experience produces a kind of self-essentializing backlash.
But it’s happened before in other places, and sometimes people have come back from it. One of the important things in the
coming-back process is a recovery of a sense of agency on the part
of a society that has experienced a period of humiliation. And once
you recover that, I think you become more tolerant of other people, but it takes time. One of the good things about the Arab spring
is that recovery of a sense of agency: we Tunisians, we Egyptians,
we have taken back our society. So I think that will produce a
different response, eventually, but not tomorrow, and therefore
regrettably not soon enough. I think it’s also important to bear in
mind that there were serious social struggles within the North
Atlantic democracies that took a long time to resolve. The United
States is a relatively old democracy, but it took half its life to discover that women should have the vote.

In your book Cosmopolitanism you also criticize misconceived
ways of preserving culture that are actually counterproductive
to the project.
I don’t use this term in the book, but it’s really essentialism all over
again. It’s thinking that, for example, Swiss musical culture is something fixed and therefore you must focus on keeping it the way
that it is: give grants to yodellers, but if they become too modern
or stop being properly authentic, then the funding stops. Culture
that is constrained that way just dies. It ceases to be interesting,
even to the people who are being forced to keep it up. The nature
of music and painting and fiction and poetry is fluid. Worse than
trying to preserve your own culture in that way, is telling other
people that they have to stick to their knitting because knitting is
what Scottish highlanders do. The idea that people should hold on
to their traditional cultures like a zoo, so we can visit them, is really deeply disrespectful. Cultures build from where they are, but
they’ll incorporate bits of Hollywood and bits of rap and things
from other places. And they’re right. There’s no such thing as pure
culture. Culture is the mix. The idea that there’s a Volksgeist – that
music, cooking, language, religion, are all expressions of a singular German or Swiss or French or Welsh identity – was very important in the development of politics in the nineteenth century. But
to believe that there’s a whole already there, and all you have to do
is tidy it up and keep it going – I think that’s just a bad picture of
cultural life.

What do you think of cultural initiatives that aim to help integrate people and promote multicultural society through art
projects, like community theatre for immigrant youth?
Look, the problem of immigrant youth – say, Turkish youth in Berlin or Maghrebi youth in Paris – isn’t really cultural integration.
It’s unemployment, poverty, and alienation. So anything that says:
You do belong, you are welcome, we do need to find jobs for you
and create opportunities – that’s all good.
As I said earlier, art – or sports – can be a
Cosmopolitans actually take pleasure in the fact that
thing that people just do together. Not in
other people do things differently. It’s a celebration of the
order to love one another or in order to integrate A into B, but just to bring people todifferent as different.
gether. But if you don’t change the background as well, maybe you’ll do something
of them, is exchange. They’re not about getting anywhere in par- good for a few young people, but I’m not sure that it’s the centre
ticular, and they require the consent of all the parties. I think our of the problem.
shared experience of art – the way in which we interact with artists,
but also with each other as we approach art – is very much in a You grew up between Ghana and England, and you now live in
conversational mode. One important thing about the arts is that the United States. Do you think your biography better prepared
they cross national boundaries to a surprising extent. Historically, you to be a citizen of the world than someone who grew up with
it’s the circulation of novels and paintings and movies and televi- one language, one culture, one village, and hasn’t really strayed
sion programs that has been central to the conversation across so- from there?
cieties all along. Art, and sport: they allow us to talk to each other I felt very much at home in both places – in my mother’s village in
about something. When I start talking to somebody about a TV England, and in Kumasi, my home town in Ghana – when I was
show, or about the Superbowl, the object of the exercise is not to growing up. People often say: You must have learned very young
get anywhere.There’s nowhere to get. We’re doing one of the things to deal with cross-cultural questions. What I remember is that it
that human beings do together and enjoy doing together. And we wasn’t difficult. And the reason was because we were raised to know
profit from it in all kinds of ways, but the profit is a throw-off from how to behave in both places. We were also privileged to grow up
in an elite family, with money, which helps. But growing up bilinthis thing we do.
In your work you use the idea of conversation as a model for
how people can deal with difference in their own lives. How do
you see the role of artists and artistic culture, in starting conversation or keeping it going?
The point of the metaphor of conversation is that it is not a sermon, where I speak with an agenda to get you to agree with me
about something. Conversations, the pleasure of them, the point
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gual is not hard. It’s certainly much easier than the serious acquisition of a second language as an adult. Because nobody ever suggested to us that it was difficult, my sisters and I probably found it
easier than if we’d been been told to agonize about it.

were in British politics, as we could have told you things about Indian and Russian and Chinese politics. While nobody in India or
Russia or China gives a tinker’s damn about what’s going on in Kumasi. So you’re the one who has the wider range of knowledge.
To name one specific example: the music that Africa has given
to the world in the last century has been amazing, but the way we
gave it to the world was by mastering European instruments: the
guitar, the saxophone, the trumpet. On the other hand, very few
Western musicians have even the slightest capacity to do with
drums what a thousand 16-year-olds in my home town can do. So

But isn’t that the biggest challenge – to somehow find a way of
negotiating between a local identity and an identity as a citizen
of the world?
The best remark about this, I think, was Gertrude Stein’s: “What
good are roots if you can’t take them with you?” As usual with her,
she’s undercutting a metaphor, but I think
it can be done. There are people who are
One of the privileges of growing up on the periphery
at home in several places, and then there
are people who are not at home anywhere,
is that you know more about
but that’s fine too. They enjoy wherever
the centre than the centre knows about you.
they happen to be, in a way that’s consistent
with cosmopolitanism, which emphasizes
the diversity of possible human responses to one’s situation in the there is that asymmetry, and paradoxically it produces a kind of
world. Nationalists, on the other hand, think that there’s only one privilege, because you know combinations of things that the peoproper attitude: a kind of joyous celebration of Indianness or ple who you’re borrowing from don’t necessarily know. Working
Ghanaianness or Swissness or whatever. I have no objection to peo- on balancing the asymmetries in the circulation of culture is an
ple feeling that, but I’m not very keen on joyous celebration, be- important role that cultural institutions – universities, foundacause it tends to lead you to be uncritical of the things in your tions and arts councils – can play.
country that need criticizing. Because there’s political work to be
done, there’s voting to be done, there’s writing in the newspapers
to be done, and if nobody does those things, the country isn’t going
to work.

“

In your book about African philosophy, In My Father’s House,
you explore how African intellectuals feed from several traditions at once. They know Western philosophy, but the West
doesn’t know African philosophy. Are Westerners at a disadvantage here?
One of the privileges of growing on the periphery is that you know
more about the centre than the centre knows about you. We didn’t
know about England just because we had relatives there. Everybody in my street in Kumasi could have told you what the debates

Kwame Anthony Appiah is Laurance S. Rockefeller University
Professor of Philosophy and the University Center for Human
Values at Princeton University. He was born in London, grew
up in Ghana, and studied philosophy at Cambridge University.
Among his books are: In My Father’s House: Africa in the
Philosophy of Culture (1992), Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a
World of Strangers (2005) and, most recently, The Honor
Code: How Moral Revolutions Happen (2010).
www.appiah.net
Marcy Goldberg is an independent media consultant, and the
English language editor of Passages. She teaches media and
cultural studies at several art colleges in Switzerland.
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onoured. That’s how I felt when the Swiss Federal turns to political things. I thought she would make herself scarce
Department of Foreign Affairs confirmed that I as soon as Désirée uttered the word “minister.” But no. She wasn’t
would be taking part in the Conference of Franco- going to let that spoil her pride. “My brother! You nailed it!” she
phone Writers in Lubumbashi in the oh-so Demo- said. I gave her a smile. She went on. “Nailed it? No. You hamcratic Republic of the Congo. I was to represent the mered it!”
Land of the Helvetians, travelling way down to the deepest South,
And my Uelikins? “That is ab-so-lute-ly wunderbar! Mag-nimore than two thousand kilometres from Kinshasa, the capital.
fique!” When Ueli talks like that, he sounds just like his ninetyIf you are a true-blue Bantu like myself, you know what to do year-old grandfather. Those Grisons mountain folks can be such a
when you get that kind of news. First you break out in ear-splitting hoot. They have their own special way of speaking French, and I
cries of joy until you are out of breath. Then you grab your talking just adore it.
drum and spread the news throughout your village, and beyond.
My story would not be complete without the reaction of my
Except that I don’t live in a village, but in the Quartier des dearest mother back in Bantuland. “Nyambè be praised! HalleluPâquis in Geneva. You don’t picture me drumming my way jah!” She told me: “Now don’t go forgetting your insect repellent.
through downtown Geneva! In any case, when one is called to rep- Those mosquitos down there in that Congo – you can’t even kill
resent Switzerland abroad, one does best to dispense with rough them with a hammer. And don’t forget to take a nice white shirt, a
down-home ways, and instead cultivate the manners of a true Swiss tie and a smart black suit. In Africa, you never know, there are imconfederate.
promptu ceremonies everywhere,
In any case, I announced
even right in the marketplace.”
the good news to everyone I
She went on with her “don’t forcould find.
gets” and her “be carefuls” and
The first person I told was
then she said: “And most impormy new boss at the municipal
tant of all, mon chéri, my darling
administration in Renens, near
son, n’oublie pas de prendre la
Lausanne, where I am doing an
Parole, don’t forget to take the
internship on a sustainable deWord.”
Max Lobe left his native Cameroon for
velopment project. I asked him
I told her I wasn’t having
Switzerland eight years ago and is now a
to give me a few days’ leave. He
words with anyone.
rising star on the francophone Swiss
congratulated me on the news
But when I got to my hotel
literary scene. With equal parts seriousness
and assured me that he would
room in Lubumbashi, I found the
make a note of my request. “On
Word waiting on my nightstand:
and humour, he explores the joys and the
va agender ça,” he said. Agenthe New Testament.
pitfalls of living between cultures.
When I told this story to my
der? What kind of French is
that?
literary confrères in Lubumbashi,
By Max Lobe
When I broke the news to
they nearly split their sides laughmy francophone Swiss friends,
ing. Once they had calmed down
they made admiring faces. But I
again, I asked them what they
wasn’t born yesterday. I could see the puzzlement in their eyes. A considered good French to be. Was agender proper French? What
Bantu like myself was going to represent their country Switzer- about wunderbar? Googeliser? Was all that really part of the language of Molière and the fine White people of Paris?
land in Lubumbashi?
“Um, this Lubulumashi …
I say: yes. The Académie Française might not approve of such
“It’s Lu-bum-ba-shi!”
expressions. But they have now become part of the French lan“Right, Lubumbashi. Is that the capital of Cameroon?” guage, all the same.
asked a friend from Geneva.
“Really, my dear,” said another friend. “Go and Google it.
Or check out a Wiki!”
Googeliser? Wikipédier?
What kind of French is that?
My sister Désirée jumped straight out of her chair when I told
her the news. She began to whoop out loud like a rainforest princess. She shook her booty, clapped her hands, stamped her feet,
and exclaimed: “Hell’s bells, little bro! You’re right up en haut like Max Lobe was born in 1986 in Douala, Cameroon and moved to
Switzerland eight years ago. He lives in Geneva, and recently
a minister!” En haut? Me? What is she talking about? And what completed his studies in communication and management. His first
novel, 39 Rue de Berne, was published in 2013 by Éditions Zoé.
kind of French is that, anyway?
My sister Denise doesn’t care for politics. She reminds me of www.lescahiersbantou.wordpress.com
my Ueli’s brother, who gets up from the table whenever the talk Translated from the French by Marcy Goldberg

Lubumbashi,
Here I Come!
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Fuji or Catogne, Japan or Switzerland? Memories
David Favrod
and perceptions can be deceptive.
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n the German-speaking countries, life in multicultural society has recently become a favourite topic for comedians
and humourists. Kaya Yanar, Django Asül, Müslüm, Murat
Topal, Bülent Ceylan, Serdar Somuncu, Tiger Kreuzberg,
the cabaret duo Die Bodenkosmetikerinnen (Nursel Köse
and Serpil Pak) and Ciro de Luca are just a few examples of comedians – mostly of Turkish descent – whose humour plays on ethnic stereotypes, received ideas, and details of everyday life in both
their parents’ countries and their own.
It is now more than a decade since Kaya Yanar’s show Was
guckst Du?! (“Whatcha Looking At?”) introduced the good-natured
Indian character Ranjid, who always appeared accompanied by his
sacred cow, in a sketch called Aktion Sorgenrind. The name
roughly translates as “cattle in need,” a pun on the name of Aktion
Sorgenkind, a quiz show to raise
funds for disabled children that
German TV channel ZDF broadcast for over thirty years. And
that’s how this new comedy
works: the children of immigrants position themselves at the
centre of everyday situations.
Significantly, their humour is directed more towards the peculiarities of their country of birth
than their culture of origin.

his largely youthful fan base lap them up. In reviews and interviews, it is repeatedly stressed that his foreign characters – such as
the Greek Takiman, the uncouth Turkish club doorman Hakan,
the Russian fortune teller Olga with her crystal ball – are portrayed
in a particularly sympathetic light, and that when he chooses his
targets, everyone is fair game. The comedy of Yanar’s protagonists
consists primarily in hyperstylized outsiders referencing typically
German everyday scenes.
But the repertoire of the ethno-comics is now far more
diverse. In his show Getürkte Fälle, Murat Topal – one of Berlin’s
first police officers of Turkish descent – recounts his experiences
as a representative of the German state in the Turkish-dominated
ghetto of the country’s capital. Comedians are fond of the verb
türken; first recorded in the last century, its origins are unclear
but it means “fake” – alongside
its obvious associations of
nationality. As with the name
of the anti-racist movement
Kanak Attak, a derogatory term
is deliberately appropriated and
turned into something positive.
Tiger, the “claw of Kreuzberg”
(Die Kralle von Kreuzberg – a
radio show starring Cemal Atakan and written by Murat Ünal)
uploads new sketches to YouTube every week, in which the
In the German-speaking world, humour
streetwise Tiger entertains his
“with an immigrant background” was
youthful and culturally diverse
long a niche phenomenon on the
fan community with tips on bicomic fringes. Today, comedians like Kaya
cycle theft, betting shops and
school life, mainly in Berlin.
Yanar and Müslüm make headlines

CrossCultural
Comedy

Everyone is fair game

No question, then, that these
one-time “foreigners” are no
strangers to German culture;
they know what makes society
tick, and converse in a variety of
and play to packed audiences. But what
Bringing worlds together
dialects and regiolects, challenexactly
is
there
to
laugh
about?
ging conceptions of “us” and
Tiger speaks Kiez-Deutsch, a
youth slang that often dis“them.” What could be more tyBy Helga Kotthoff
penses with prepositions and
pically Bavarian – sorry, “lower
takes a relaxed approach to
Bavarian” – than Django Asül
German grammar. Bülent
(real name Uğur Bağıslayıcı)
using the traditional satirical speech at a Munich beer festival to Ceylan and Kaya Yanar’s Turkish characters speak the same way,
poke fun at conservative CSU politicians? The Paulaner brewery, and their slang is now familiar to all young people. (It is also, inciwhich hosted the event, did not invite him back a second time; the dentally, often used to mock young people’s real or assumed inaconsensus in the press was that he had overstepped the mark. bility to speak German correctly.)
For his part Müslüm, alias Semih Yavsaner, got involved in a
Eschewing a monk’s habit but clutching the obligatory beer jug,
he grouchily delivered a mock-sermon that referred to Germany’s popular vote in Bern: his song “Erich, warum bisch du nid ehrcurrent transport minister Peter Ramsauer in especially obscene lich?” (“Eric, Why Aren’t You Honest?”) combined elements of
terms. Where is “home” in all this, as opposed to “abroad”? For ethnolect with Swiss German dialect and played a part in the sucsome it might be Bavaria, in which case “abroad” also means the cessful campaign to preserve the Reithalle cultural centre. What
rest of Germany; but seen from the town of Deggendorf, it could linguistic peculiarity better exemplifies the Swiss-German
just as well be Munich; or from the West German perspective, eas- Alemannic dialect than the guttural “ch” sound? The creation of
tern Germany.
a language that deviates from the norm is a key means of conKaya Yanar has been making audiences laugh for some time structing an identity, but with all the pitfalls and risks which that
now; yet they can’t help wondering whether his humour is politi- entails. Thus, “Turkish-German” or “Yugo-German” also becomes
cally correct. If his sketches are strongly reminiscent of racist jokes a medium that anyone can use to poke fun at the descendants of
about Poles (a common butt of German humour), the media and immigrants.
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Like all the so-called ethno-comedians, Müslüm brings worlds together. In Semih’s Supreme Show he telephones the owner of a
cheese shop and suggests that they should team up and turn it into
a kebab outlet. He asks the chairman of the Swiss National Bank
why Zurich’s Langstrasse – the thoroughfare of the city’s red-light
district – isn’t an appropriate subject for the new twenty-franc
note. Müslüm also applies for a job with the Bern cantonal police.
There’s just one problem, he explains: the petrol station robbery

“

That’s how this new comedy works: the children
of immigrants position themselves at the centre of
everyday situations.
four years ago in which three people died. “But it was my mate
what fired,” he reassures the head of HR. Müslüm also pokes fun
at core elements of Swiss identity: cheese, banks and cantons.
Though cheeky, he is also very funny, attractive and musical. Exaggerations of the criminal stereotype play their part. It’s no wonder, then, that his act goes down well, not just with bicultural youth
but also with everyone who identifies with second-generation immigrants and anti-authoritarian attitudes.
Who can laugh at – or with – whom?
Belonging to an in-group as opposed to an out-group is a factor in
transcultural comedy that conditions the response to humour and
influences its social meaning: we do not simply enjoy the joke or
the sketch but also reflect the comedian’s right to perform it. A
Turkish comic like Bülent Ceylan is allowed to satirize the character of the oafish lower-class Turk because he is poking fun at his
own group. In doing so, however, he is opening a safety valve. It is
not considered racist to laugh with him at his colourful repertoire
of characters. But with time others join in, testing the boundaries
of tolerance. Suddenly, it is acceptable for a German comedian like
Oliver Pocher to send up young southern Europeans and invite us
to laugh at their expense. While the deliberate challenge to the
taboo started out as a humorous way for immigrants to express
solidarity among themselves, it is now less clear whether we are
laughing with them or at them.
As Sigmund Freud, Salcia Landmann and others have shown,
Jewish humour often has Jews as its target: the rabbi, the poor
eastern European Jew, the wealthy Rothschild, and so on. And yet,
retold by a non-Jew, the same joke can arouse suspicions of
anti-Semitism. When the press accused Sacha Baron Cohen of
anti-Roma and anti-Semitic sentiments in his film Borat, he immediately pointed to his own Jewish background, using it as a way
to legitimize the targets of his humour. Yet at the same time, he
objects to essentialist categorizations – and thereby flatly contradicts himself.
Membership in the in-group or out-group plays a role in the
reception of all ethnic comedy. The constant references in the press
to Kaya Yanar’s Turkish father and Arab mother are designed to legitimize his risqué ethnic jokes. Ethnicity is thus relevant not only
to the sketches but also in the broader context of the programmes.

In interviews, Tiger Kreuzberg, Murat Topal and the others are all
keen to stress their ethnic identity.
Swiss comedians, too, have long sought to address the bewildering complexity of multicultural reality. Mike Müller’s Elternabend (“Parents’ Evening”) at Zurich’s Theater Neumarkt, a solo
show in which he played a dozen roles, explores the multicultural
world of the city’s third district, an area in which many foreigners
but also Swiss people live. Here too, it is not entirely clear who is
integrating where and with whom – or indeed how and why. The thirty or so interviews that Müller and his brother, the playwright Tobi Müller, conducted around a
school chiefly confirm the irrelevance of
political platitudes. The cast of characters
whose particularities the audience is supposed to understand includes everyone from the uneducated
“yugo” kid to the Swiss girl-next-door. They all have their own idiosyncrasies, their own concerns, their own artfulness. They are
depicted with warmth and understanding, and it is perfectly in order to smile at them.
Ethnic comedy seeks, first and foremost, to undermine antipathies, just as plays such as Elternabend do. At the same time it is
now apparently acceptable for acts like Erkan & Stefan or Duo
Mundstuhl, who have neither a migrant background nor a particular attachment to the types they caricature, to play the kid from
the ghetto and invite us to laugh at him. We should always ask ourselves who is laughing about what, and with whom – or at whom.
Comedy and laughter can bring together those who share a similar view of the world – but they can also emphasize differences.

”

kaya-yanar.de
www.django-asuel.de
www.murattopal.de
www.tiger030.de
www.muesluem.ch
www.mike-mueller.ch
Helga Kotthoff (b.1953) is Professor of German
Linguistics at the University of Freiburg im Breisgau.
She specializes in sociolinguistics, research into
humour and discourse, and German as a foreign
language. In February, together with Shpresa Jashari
and Darja Klingenberg, she published Komik (in) der
Migrationsgesellschaft (Universitätsverlag Konstanz),
which includes an interview with Müslüm.
Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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witzerland’s municipal theatres still see it as their task Out of these, he assembled a ten-strong committee whose cultural
to reflect important social processes and to stage thea- and social background reflected Rotterdam society. Some of its
tre for the whole city. Yet they largely ignore the fact members had never even been to the theatre, let alone worked in
that 34.7 percent of Switzerland’s permanent residents one. Over a number of Saturday evenings, they learnt how a theare born of immigrant parents. And while Switzerland atre operates: from technology, to production and co-production
hosted two conferences on theatre in multicultural societies in models, and public relations. Then the committee began examin2012, this debate has yet to filter through to the municipal the- ing what was on offer – and soon ran into difficulties. In the late
atres. In the independent sector, at least, a few attempts have 1990s in Rotterdam, theatre by and for people of non-Western orbeen made to stage theatre for people from an immigrant igin was rare. So they went and viewed productions in Amsterdam
background. One example is the Maxim Theater in Zurich which, and Utrecht, and in Belgium and Germany. They also approached
since 2006, has been using its
immigrants’ associations. This
productions to promote intercollaboration proved very fruitcultural dialogue. Other indeful: representatives of the aspendent groups and smaller
sociations made a number of
companies with a similar protrips to their countries of orifile include glocalShow from
gin to sign up groups for guest
Biel, Niemandsland from Basel,
performances in Rotterdam.
Over the years, this created a
the Théâtre Spirale in Geneva,
XANNDA from Lausanne, the
network of contacts that led to
co-productions and guest perInterkulturelle Theater in Luformances. As part of the theacerne and Theater Synthese
from Uster.
tre’s reorientation, as many poThere is, then, no shortsitions as possible were filled
The Theater Zuidplein in Rotterdam is
age of models for municipal
by immigrants; today, half of
regarded in the Netherlands and abroad as a
Zuidplein’s staff have foreign
theatres looking to attract imprime example of participation and diversity.
migrant audiences. One promorigins.
What forms can theatre take in
inent example of a theatre
The new concept has of
course come in for criticism.
serving a non-traditional auditoday’s multicultural society? A case study.
ence is the Theater Zuidplein
The response of the municipal
in southern Rotterdam, a
theatres was particularly scathBy Andreas Tobler
venue whose severe architecing: they accused Breteler of
staging amateur dramatics
ture is anything but beautiful
with no artistic merit. Zuidbut which is nevertheless a
success – in a city where around half of the population have im- plein still works with laypeople and (semi-)professional groups,
migrant roots and more than one third non-Western origins.
but it has now broken entirely free of the municipal theatre paradigm. For Zuidplein, the most important measure of quality is parWhy not just ask?
ticipation: if the audience identifies with the performance and the
The Zuidplein success story began in 1998, when the city of Rot- theatre is full, the production is deemed a success. That at least is
terdam decided to transform one of its three major municipal the- the maxim of Doro Siepel, who took over from Breteler in 2006.
atres into a centre for cultural diversity. The choice fell on Zuid- To secure that success, the new director made a few changes. She
plein. A key figure in the story is Ruud Breteler, who took over as ceased working with the programme committee, as that idea had
director in 1998 without any clear concept of how to make the run its course during Breteler’s tenure; the committee members
theatre attractive to immigrants. The game-changing idea came were increasingly taking it upon themselves to dictate the proto him quite by chance. He was driving down to Spain, fitting in gramme, with little consultation with the interest groups they rephis summer holidays before the season started. Somewhere in the resented.
south of France he came to a diversion which led to another diversion until, finally, the road signs ran out. Breteler carried on A focus on target groups
trying to find his way – until his exasperated girlfriend exclaimed, Today, Zuidplein works with guest curators invited to contribute
“Why don’t you just ask somebody?!” It was a moment of revela- their expertise in specific areas: professionals with or without an
tion: if he wanted to reach people with immigrant backgrounds, immigrant background but also people who, through their everyhe had to ask them what they expected from a theatre.
day lives, have a connection to a given theme. The curators are
Back in Rotterdam, Breteler placed an advertisement in the granted a free hand to choose the productions, but they bear the
local newspapers for people with the time and interest to create costs of the stage equipment and the financial risk. In return, they
the programme for Theater Zuidplein. He received replies from receive all of the takings from the production. It’s a system that
eighty people, whom he interviewed and asked about their needs. works: Zuidplein now plans around fifty-five percent of its pro-
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friends convinced him that he could make money from his comedic talent. His mother would have preferred him to concentrate on
a normal professional career. He currently still has a full-time job
in IT, but his long-term goal is to become a kind of Dutch Chris
Rock, his role model. Like the superstar African-American comedian, El Khamssi uses his act to address topics such as racism and
xenophobia. He also hopes, through his performances, to effect
some small change in his audience’s thinking. But for the thirtytwo-year-old, the chief challenge is to make people laugh no matter where they are from.
At the show I saw in Rotterdam, the room was full of young
people from a range of cultural backgrounds. Attentive and conspicuously well-dressed, they often made
comments on the numbers they had just
For Zuidplein, the most important measure of quality
seen. In many cases, audience members
is participation: if the audience identifies with the
at Zuidplein are visiting a theatre for the
first time in their lives and do not know
performance and the theatre is full, the production is
how they should behave; or they are famildeemed a success.
iar with other theatrical traditions in
which the performance is discussed even
that performances continue. But if it is to address controversial while it is still going on. Such reactions and interactions are very
topics in its own productions, Zuidplein needs more money. Doro much welcomed. Ultimately, Zuidplein exists for its audiences
Siepel therefore plans to sell her experience in dealing with differ- and not the other way round. Or, as Doro Siepel puts it, “We want
ent cultures to other companies and institutions, as an advisor on to give people a place where they can celebrate themselves, whosocial integration, diversity and participation.
ever they are.”
Zuidplein has frequently brought taboo subjects to the stage,
and aims to continue doing so. At the top of the list are plays that
deal with domestic violence, the taboo on divorce in Moroccan society, and pimps who make young women emotionally dependent
on them before forcing them into prostitution. Zuidplein has taken
up a clear position as a socially committed theatre with performances tailored to specific target audiences. One might ask, say,
whether a young Dutch woman would be interested in the divorce
taboo in another culture. But the focus on particular target groups
is a pragmatic decision by Zuidplein based on actual experience.
While schoolchildren and young adults go to see productions in
which different cultural backgrounds are combined, those aged
thirty and above are only interested in performances that have
some relevance to their own origins. Doro Siepel wanted to find
out why. She asked the audiences, but they were unable to give a
precise answer. One factor may be that many people start a family
around the age of thirty, meaning they have less time available and
scale back their contacts with people they met in school or at work.
Theater Zuidplein’s offering is primarily about identification;
but for Doro Siepel it is crucial that it is not a “migrants’ theatre.”
The target audience are less-educated people of all origins, and the
theatre aims to encourage them.
gramme with the help of guest curators, the remainder being decided by the theatre itself.
An important element in the Zuidplein programme is collaboration with Rotterdam’s Wijktheater, a community theatre company that stages ten productions at Zuidplein every year. This has
led to joint efforts such as Downtown, a musical revue in which
young people took to the stage to recount stories from their own
lives. In future, however, such co-productions will no longer be
possible. Cuts to the Netherlands’ culture spending have resulted
in a thirteen percent drop in funding for Zuidplein. Currently, the
theatre still has a budget of 3.2 million euros, not least because it
is thirty-three percent self-financing. That is sufficient to ensure
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Making everyone laugh
A key element in that process is the Rotterdam Open Podium, an
open competition for young talents. For the winners, Zuidplein offers a master class with an experienced director. One former attendee is Mo El Khamssi, a stand-up comedian with Moroccan roots
who is performing on the theatre’s small stage the evening I visit.
El Khamssi’s career as a comedian began five years ago, when his

www.theaterzuidplein.nl
Andreas Tobler (b. 1980) is a theatre, literature and
non-fiction critic for the Tages-Anzeiger newspaper in Zurich.
Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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Sediassumque vollupta
qui consequ isciet.

I wanted to create my own Japan. Figures and
symbols from Japanese traditional and popular culture were
my inspiration.
David Favrod

”

W

hen Ilma Rakusa and Melinda Nadj Abonji won make their way into the German-speaking discourse until the
the Swiss Book Prize, in 2009 and 2010 respec- 1990s. This delay is significant, because such criticisms necessartively, a murmur went through Switzerland. By ily result in calling into question not only one’s own attitudes but
the time the award was given to Catalin Dorian also the very idea of a Leitkultur – a dominant culture to which
Florescu the following year, it had become im- newcomers are expected to adapt.
In any case, during the 1990s the German literary scene bepossible to overlook this new development. A public discussion was
launched about the little-known transnational presence in Swiss gan to witness an unmistakeable shift. The anti-racist collective
literature (or rather, the Swiss literatures). The media were full of Kanak Attak was formed, and its co-founder, the writer Feridun
talk of successful “immigrant authors” or even “migrant litera- Zaimog˘ lu, confronted his readers with critical portrayals of Gerture.” Depending on the commentator’s perspective, these authors mans. He reclaimed the word Kanake, turning an ethnic slur into
were outstripping, renewing, infiltrating or enriching the litera- an expression of pride for immigrant youth. Such interventions
ture of Switzerland’s entrenched linguistic regions. Journalists and helped usher in new ways of thinking. Over the course of the decpoliticians began to focus more on immigration and (successful) ade, Germans began to speak of cultural “enrichment” thanks to
migrants – a positive, if limiting,
integration. However, to ignore
the formal literary aspects of
switch. However, true recogniworks by authors who are imtion did not appear until after the
migrants or the children of imyear 2000, when authors like
migrants, or to lump together
Terézia Mora, Ilija Trojanow, Zsuthe most diverse texts under the
zsá Bank or Feridun Zaimog˘ lu –
heading of “migrant literature,”
who were born in Central Europe
is to read them in an undeserveor in Turkey – began to win the
dly reductionist manner. Because
country’s most prestigious literthe author’s biography and the
ary awards.
text should not be conflated –
From “guest workers” to
even if literary style is always
Once stigmatized as “migrant authors,”
Migrantenliteratur
closely linked to a work’s subject
Swiss writers with immigrant backgrounds
matter, location and characters.
Meanwhile, in neighbouring
are now establishing themselves at the
Switzerland, attitudes toward loPostcolonial versus Leitkultur
centre of the country’s literary scene.
cal culture and the literary canon
Today it seems self-evident that
remained unchanged. One reaThey are changing the way Swiss literature
visual artists circulate within an
son for this was certainly the fact
is defined and the way it is studied.
that the various groups of immiinternational “art world.” In the
literary sector, however, where
grant writers living in SwitzerBy Bettina Spoerri
the process of artistic creation
land were smaller, and thus represented a less dynamic force,
depends on the specificities of a
than their counterparts in Gergiven language, borders are harder to cross. Whoever writes in a second language must first many or France. Starting in the mid-twentieth century, firstacquire a new vocabulary and master a different syntax, other generation immigrant authors in Switzerland – such as Agota
rhythms and tonalities. In comparison, the vocabulary of other Kristof from Hungary, Rafik Ben Salah from Tunisia, or Aglaja
forms of artistic practice tends to be more accessible to those att- Veteranyi from Romania – increasingly attracted the public’s
empting to cross over. In addition, every linguistic community can attention, but only from a particular and limiting perspective. The
be touchy when liberties are taken with its language, which can be expectation was (and to some extent still is) that these authors were
seen as an attack on its self-image and its identity. In the German- predestined to cover the subject of migration and indeed were prispeaking world, for instance, Yusuf Yesilöz’s literal translations of marily responsible for it. At the same time, the role of writers born
Kurdish idioms or Dragica Rajcˇic´’s experiments with idiosyncratic here to Swiss parents was to address the narrowness of life in Switspelling are not always praised for “enriching” the language, but zerland from the inside.
have also been criticized as proof of linguistic incompetence.
As a result of this attitude, literature by so-called “foreign” auIn contrast to the English-speaking world, where immigrant thors working in Germany or Switzerland and writing in one of
authors have been considered an integral part of the literature for the national languages was dubbed Gastarbeiterliteratur, after the
decades – not least due to colonial history, as is also the case for euphemistic term Gastarbeiter (“guest worker”) used to designate
Spanish or French literatures – German-speaking Europe found the working-class immigrants arriving in increasing waves as of
it difficult, until recently, to consider “foreigners” part of its cul- the 1960s. Thus, the Croatian writer Dragica Rajcˇic´, who emigrated
ture. Within Anglo-American discourse, Postcolonial Studies be- to Switzerland in 1978 and published her first volume of poetry in
gan to challenge traditional scholarly paradigms in the 1960s and 1986, gave her book the ironic title Halbgedichte einer Gastfrau
70s. Similar criticisms of methodology and point of view did not (“semi-poems by a guest woman”). The authors themselves con-
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sidered the label Gastarbeiterliteratur discriminatory, because it
emphasized the authenticity, rather than the literary qualities, of
their texts. Some writers did see themselves in the role of spokespeople, but most wished to be considered artists first and foremost,
although they were not perceived as such by the literary establishment. Until the late 1990s, the (German-language) Swiss literary
scene was dominated by names such as Adolf Muschg, Peter Bichsel, Urs Widmer and their younger colleagues Peter Weber and Peter Stamm. By this time, the term Gastarbeiterliteratur was no
longer used, but works by immigrant authors like Irena Brežná
were now labelled with the no-less-marginalizing term Migrantenliteratur, migrant literature. These works were read as attempts at

“

clear contradiction to these realities, but literary markets and funding schemes continue to function along national lines.
Cosmopolitan approaches

Literature itself, however, is not concerned with such labels. Cultural studies and literary theory have already opened new horizons.
The concept of “transnational literature” has infiltrated the nineteenth-century notion of “national literatures,” and for a few years
now research has been looking into “cosmopolitan spaces” and
“cosmopolitanism” in literature. To this end, one critical approach
discourages the conflation of the producer with the product. Readings that focus on the “pure text” make it possible to examine
locations, themes and characters disconnected from “extra-literary” associations.
Depending on the commentator’s perspective, these
When read in this way, works by Peter
authors were outstripping, renewing, infiltrating
Stamm, Rolf Lappert or Lukas Bärfuss may
turn out to be more “cosmopolitan” than
or enriching the literature of Switzerland’s entrenched
those of their immigrant colleagues. Anolinguistic regions.
ther approach, based on concepts drawn
from the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, focuself-expression and chronicles of lived experience, and such senti- ses on the cultural “fields” within which a given author is situated,
mentalizing readings were combined with the conviction that the thus uncovering the network of links between text, production and
writing style was proof of how foreign the writers had remained, reception.
although they now lived in Switzerland. There were some excepCultural re-evaluations lead to new ways of reading texts. Totions, such as Christina Viragh or Zsuzsanna Gahse. Perhaps day, the question of an author’s migrant background and the way
significantly, their texts hardly touched on the subject of migrant it is taken up within the work itself continues to be raised, for lack
biography, but they too did not receive wider attention until very of other established parameters. But when, in the future, the matrecently.
ter of nationality becomes less important to the production and
reception of literary works, the texts themselves will evolve, along
Beyond labels
with the questions posed to literature.
After the year 2000, the growing public interest in Switzerland for
successful “migration stories” and “immigrant writers” – in hopes
they would introduce some sorely-missed “worldliness” and relevance to Swiss literature – also resulted in certain authors who
were all too happy to reap the benefits of being considered “exotic.”
In the meantime, however, this discussion has become more complex and analytical. Young authors today tend to emphasize that
they do not want to position themselves in the “foreigner” category
or be shunted into it by others. The second-generation children of
immigrants – from Martin R. Dean to Perikles Monioudis, Franco
Supino, Joseph Incardona, Olivier Chiacchiari and Sabine WenChing Wang – juggle with elements drawn from a variety of cultural contexts. In their work they take an ironic look at one-sided labels, and play with cultural clichés. They present themselves in
public using multiple identities, and generally position themselves
against superficial categorizations.
The margins have reached the centre, and they are transforming it. There is no longer a clear division between “outside” and Bettina Spoerri (b.1968) holds a doctorate in literature from
“inside.” A look at the 2012 winners of the new federal prize for lit- the University of Zurich, and is the director of the Solothurn
Literary Days, Switzerland’s annual literature festival. She
erature reveals that the majority cannot be situated within a clear has published fiction and scholarly works, and has co-edited
national identity, but rather in an open transnational space. The several essay collections about transnational literature in
German, including Diskurse in die Weite. Kosmopolitische
foreign and the local can no longer be easily distinguished from Räume in den Literaturen der Schweiz (2010).
one another, because positions and perspectives are in constant www.seismograf.ch
flux, and because it has been recognized that cultures are not mon- www.literatur.ch
olithic entities. Of course labels like “federal” or “Swiss” stand in Translated from the German by Marcy Goldberg
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hen we meet Ioannis Mandafounis in a café in director of the Göteborg Ballet had formerly worked with ForsyGeneva, he has just left the young dancers of the the, so our repertoire included pieces by him. That was perfect for
Ballet Junior, for whom he is writing a new me.” Ioannis stayed in the Swedish city for two years, flat-sharing
dance piece. In the hooded sweatshirt and trai- or sub-leasing six apartments one after the other. “We were always
ning pants that are his work clothes, he looks far on the road, so we didn’t really need to set up a cozy nest. We just
younger than his early thirties. His hands tightly grip the cup of needed a room as cheap as possible.” After belonging to the dance
tea he holds when we ask him for news about his Greek friends, company for five years, members have the option of signing a conwhom he saw just a couple of weeks ago while in Athens. “It’s tract “for life” – or rather, to the end of their professional career, at
rough. No more work and no more heating oil. They burn wood to around age thirty-five. “Even while travelling, you can get hooked
on an institution, on a company. I certainly didn’t want that kind
keep warm, the air indoors is suffocating.”
Ioannis Mandafounis was born in Greece and hails from the of stability.”
tiny island of Samos, just off the coast of Turkey. His mother is GeIoannis decided instead to leave Sweden and do a year freenevan and his father, Greek; both are dancers. As a small boy, Ioan- lancing. He danced for several independent companies, mostly in
nis did not like dancing. He spent his first four years in Athens and Greece. “Quite soon, I came to realize I wouldn’t be able to really
then returned to Geneva with his mother. “I remember school develop my career in Greece. And I still had this dream about Forthere; I was hyperactive and
sythe … My childhood friend
couldn’t sit still for more than
from Geneva, Fabrice Mazliah, belonged to the Fortwo minutes.” At the age of
seven, he returned to Greece. It
sythe Company, and he introcame as a shock: he could unduced me to him. Forsythe
offered me a contract but I
derstand everything but could
no longer speak his native
got scared: here I was barely
tongue. After some time in a
twenty, and I didn’t want to
end up among dancers all
French-Greek school, he re-acquired it. His parents enrolled
older than me. So I decided to
Professional dancers are migratory birds
him in the Conservatory of Athjoin the Nederlands Dans
of a feather. They head wherever the
ens when he was nine, but to no
Theater II, Jiří Kylián’s junior
wind carries them: a training course in London,
avail: in no time he had joined
dance company based in The
a contract in Barcelona, a residency in
Hague.” A dancing and tourhis friends to play football in
the street. “Life in Greece takes
ing machine: one hundred
Japan or a tour of Latin America. But what is it
place outdoors, and I couldn’t
twenty shows a year throughlike to live between one’s art, and a suitcase?
stand being shut up in a dance
out Holland, Europe and the
Dancer and choreographer Ioannis Mandafounis
studio.”
USA. “The company changes
describes his life as a globetrotter.
Not easy to be a football
cities every two or three days.
player in a family of dancers.
We live like rock stars. You
His parents had created their
get off the plane, get on the
By Anne Davier
own dance company, touring
bus that takes you to the hofrom Greek village to village,
tel, and that evening at the
and their little boy shared their
theater you dance. Then you
nomadic lifestyle, watching their performances and later falling return to the hotel, only to get back on a plane. Your friendships
asleep at the restaurant table. One evening, just for a lark, Ioannis and love affairs are part of the company, which is a microcosm confelt like dancing. His father let him do a little turn onstage, and stantly on the move. The reality is, you travel all the time, but you
that first experience left him ecstatic. Aged thirteen, he now had hardly see the countries you visit. Except for Japan, where we had
only one goal: to begin dancing again. He first returned to the Ath- two days off to get over the jet lag before performing.”
ens Conservatory, more motivated than ever, and shortly thereafter went on to the Conservatory of Paris, passing the entrance au- A home base
dition. He was barely fourteen when he left his family for the first Frenetic? No: passionate. Just like that first performance in his patime, and for good. Too young to live by himself, the apprentice rents’ show in Greece at age thirteen, Ioannis feels incredibly alive
dancer was placed in a host family, taking the subway every day to on stage. “Even dead tired, ill, or injured, what I wanted above all
follow his dance courses over a five year period.
was to be on stage and to dance.” In spite of all the travelling.
“When you’re on stage, you’re focused on your dancing, your
A dancing machine
body.” What he most remembers about the countries he’s passed
Ioannis began his international dancing career at the age of eigh- through: the different atmospheres in various theaters, the
teen, with the Göteborg Opera of Sweden. “Actually, my dream was audience reactions. He loves the Budapest audiences – ”the most
to join the Forsythe Company, but I first had to cut my teeth. The attentive and the most cultured” – but has trouble with French
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audiences, “the most difficult to win over.” After two years, Kylián
invited him to join the main company, Nederlands Dans Theater
I. “I said no. I still dreamt of joining William Forsythe. I got in
touch with him, and he was just setting his company back up in
Frankfurt. He already had the fifteen core dancers, but created a
sixteenth opening for me. This time, I had made it! I was thrilled.”

“

several months for them to gain some recognition. “We do go on
tour abroad, mostly in Belgium, France and Germany, but for the
time being, we mainly perform in Switzerland. The biggest difference, compared to my previous life as a dancer, is that today I take
the train far more often than the plane. And I have settled down in
a flat in Bernex, about ten kilometres outside Geneva. I’m going to
buy an electric bicycle soon. Like most dancers, I have no driver’s license. I was always
We live like rock stars. You get off the plane, get on the bus
travelling and never had time to pass the
that takes you to the hotel, and that evening at the
test.”

theater you dance. Then you return to the hotel, only to
get back on a plane. Your friendships and love affairs
are part of the company, which is a microcosm constantly
on the move.
For Ioannis, joining the Forsythe Company was like coming home
at last, to a place that best matches his own nature as a dancer and
an artist. More so than an actual homeland, since dancers are nomads rooted in the companies for which they work. Dancing with
De Keersmaker, Cunningham or La Ribot leaves traces and shapes
a dancer’s artistic identity, whether they are based in Brussels, New
York or Geneva.
Together with his friend Fabrice Mazliah and with Marthe
Krummenacher, another Genevan belonging to the company, they
became known as “the three Swiss.” For the first time, he felt like
he had settled down in a city. The company often travelled to Dresden and Zurich, their commercial partners, and danced about sixty
dates a year abroad. Three months of the year, however, they got
to stay in Frankfurt and work on new productions. “Frankfurt was
my home base. I had a flat of my own, a girlfriend, a little garden,
my bearings in the city. Like a real granddaddy!” Ioannis remained
with the Forsythe Company for five years, leaving it at the age of
twenty-eight to produce his own dance pieces. “I realized it was
over when I began feeling like a foreigner in the studio. I had taken
what I needed, and given what I had. It was time to go.”

”

Another new start
So, for a second time, Ioannis left a family – this time an artistic
one – to stand on his own two feet. He had always wanted to create
his own choreographies, and Forsythe tended to encourage his
dancers to create pieces of their own. Ioannis spent three months
in Japan, a country he had only passed through on tour before, to
learn more about the martial arts. He then returned to Athens to
found his first company, Lemurius, and received an immediate invitation to perform at the famous summer festival in Kalamata in
southern Greece. “But once again, I realized that my work opportunities in Greece would be limited.” Ioannis began thinking again
about Geneva – the city of his mother, of his early school days, of
his friends Fabrice and Marthe. “I had spent a great deal of time in
Greece. I wanted to travel through this other country, Switzerland,
as well. Not to feel like a foreigner in my homeland, to settle down
and get a new start in life.” In Geneva, he teamed up with Fabrice
Mazliah to create P.A.D., a duo for the Festival of Athens, and then
HUE, with Fabrice and seven other Forsythe performers. It took

www.mamaza.net
Anne Davier graduated from the University of
Franche-Comté (France) with a degree in art, dance and
performance. She works for the ADC (Association of
Contemporary Dance) in Geneva, and is an independent
expert in dance/performance for Pro Helvetia.
Translated from the French by Margie Mounier
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In my mind, the images from my family’s stories are more vivid
than my own few childhood memories of Japan.
David Favrod
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Pro Helvetia, the Swiss Arts Council, maintains a global network of branch offices, which serve cultural
exchange with Switzerland and support worldwide cultural contact.

Beyond the
Biennale’s
Borders
VENICE

Valentin Carron’s 80-meter long iron snake winds it way through the entire
Swiss pavilion in Venice
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By Barbara Basting – Biennials are the
most important trend barometers for the
contemporary art scene. This is especially
true of the Venice Biennale which, as the
oldest art biennial, still occupies the centre of international attention. Even for
generally well-connected Swiss artists,
an appearance in Venice is a career step-

Photo: Stefan Altenburger

This year, for the first time,
Pro Helvetia is overseeing
Switzerland’s contributions to
the Venice Biennale. Valentin
Carron, an artist from the
Valais, has been selected
to exhibit in the Pavilion, and
the Palazzo Trevisan will
be home to the Salon Suisse.

Photos: Stefan Altenburger (below), ZVG (above)

Carron and his giant cross sculpture at
the Biennale in Carrara in 2010

ping-stone as well as an honour. “Every
artist here keeps a blueprint for the Swiss
Pavilion in his or her desk drawer, even if
very few would admit it,” says Giovanni
Carmine. The head of the Kunst Halle
Sankt Gallen is the curator for the 2013
Swiss Pavilion, at the request of Valentin
Carron, the selected artist and a long-time
acquaintance. Carmine was artistic coordinator to 2011 Biennale director Bice
Curiger, and Carron was chosen by a Pro
Helvetia jury. Until recently, the Biennale
had been the responsibility of the Federal
Office of Culture. Pro Helvetia now oversees Switzerland’s participation in
the Biennale, under the auspices
of Marianne Burki, head of Visual
Arts, and Sandi Paucic, the project
manager. In spite of the shift to
Pro Helvetia, the tradition of selection by a committee or jury –
rather than an artistic director –
has been maintained. This is of
cultural and, internally, of political
importance, though of little interest to the international Biennale
public, focused as it is on the final
result.
The moped as bohemian symbol
At the Venice Biennale favour is
curried to win not only the attention of the public but also the

Golden Lion, awarded to the best pavilion.
In the art world, the arrogance of the past
decade has faded; more restrained tones
are now the order of the day. The selection
of the thirty-five-year-old Carron is a consequence of this change. It is, as Sandi
Paucic says, a “traditional” choice. With
Carron, the jury has chosen a respected
name in the Swiss art scene and an artist
rich enough in international exhibition
experience to master an appearance at the
Biennale. As Carron himself emphasizes,
he has approached his presentation in
the Pavilion “in no way differently than I
would an exhibition in any other contemporary art centre.” For him this means resisting the temptation of a showy installation in the spectacle-oriented context of
the Biennale.
Carron made his name as a sculptor
in the tradition of ready-mades and minimal art. His reference points are often details of modernist architecture from the
1950s and 60s. In the Swiss Pavilion, Carron will show remakes of abstract glass
windows that he discovered at the Ecole
des Beaux-Art in Brussels and that, released from their original context, he
wants to have understood as “paintings.”
An altogether different kind of ready-made
is an old, carefully restored Piaggio motor
scooter, seemingly parked at random in the
courtyard of the Pavilion. In addition to the
appreciation of its historic design, associations of content also play a role for Carron.
According to the artist, in his native Valais
village the moped is the means of transport for those who are not yet or no longer

The Piaggio moped as ready-made
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integrated into society: the teenager, or the
alcoholic deprived of his driver’s license. It
is a symbol of the bohème to which artists
also belong.
Carron deliberately respects Bruno
Giacometti’s original division of the Pavilion into an area for sculpture and one for
painting. A new site-specific work awaits
the visitor: a wrought-iron snake, with a
head at each end, which winds its way
along the floor of the Pavilion like Ariadne’s thread. The snake interests the artist
as an ancient archetype as well as in its formal function as a connecting link between
his various works.
The salon as site of exchange
From 1988 to 2009 Switzerland presented
a second contribution to the Venice Biennale in the baroque church of San Stae,
which it had helped to restore. Today, a second location that can host events during
the entire Biennale has become an established concept. This corresponds to the recent unmistakable trend toward process
and the performative at major art events in
which the public is directly involved. Simply “flying in” art no longer suffices. As
Marianne Burki and Sandi Paucic explain,
what counts is to create a temporary place
of exchange, of dialogue and discursive
reflection, which should address Venice
visitors and residents alike.
This year Pro Helvetia is once again
the host of the Salon Suisse in the Palazzo
Trevisan, which was launched at last year’s
architecture Biennale. The Palazzo, which
also houses the Swiss consulate, was the
Venetian branch of the Istituto
Svizzero in Rome until 2012, and has
since been used by the consulate and
by Pro Helvetia as a culture venue.
Because of its advantageous location
on the Zattere quay, it is ideal for the
evening events planned throughout
the Biennale. According to Sandi
Paucic, the Salon Suisse intends
keep the conversation going after the
“flash in the pan of the opening.” Pro
Helvetia wishes to anchor itself in
Venice beyond the Biennale by maintaining an international network of
art-world personalities.
Paucic has installed Jörg Scheller as curator. The art critic and lecturer at Zurich’s University of the
Arts intends “to take the term salon

seriously,” to follow it back to its roots in
the age of the Enlightenment and to discuss anew the questions first raised then,
because these still – or once again – are of
acute importance. “Many problems, such
as the relationship between religion and
politics, that were first formulated in the
time of the Enlightenment, are still not
settled today,” Scheller explains. Against
the background of today’s social crisis following the demise of modern utopias and
the consequences of neoliberalism, such
questions are extremely relevant. Scheller
places the question of the present and future role of art in the centre. He holds it of
utmost importance “to bring art more
strongly back into society” and to liberate
it from the self-referentiality into which it
has fallen in recent years. In addition to
discussions of such topics as the consequences of the globalization of the art system, and so-called “lecture performances,”
which will playfully break open the ritual
of the academic lecture, visitors can look
forward, among other things, to a re-enactment of The Biennale of Dissent – the
controversial anti-biennale of 1977 – or a
performance by the CAMP Festival for
Visual Music, an interdisciplinary laboratory inspired by Fluxus. These are just
some of the offerings that will make it possible, historically and conceptually, to expand beyond the borders of the current
Biennale.
www.biennials.ch
Barbara Basting was a radio journalist at SRF 2
Kultur, the Swiss public broadcaster’s second
channel, between 2009 and 2013. She is
now head of visual arts in the City of Zurich’s
cultural affairs department.
Translated from the German by Bruce Lawder

Surveillance and
the Stage
WARSAW

Video monitoring and mobile phone tracking technology are
increasing surveillance of the public space. In their play Against, a
Swiss director and a Polish playwright call for greater vigilance.
By Marc Lehmann, Bydgoszcz – Nils
Torpus has taped over his laptop camera.
He doesn’t want Big Brother watching
him while he works. Agata Skwarczynska
has done the same. The Swiss director
and the Polish stage designer are sitting
at a pull-out wooden table in a spartan
meeting room at the Teatr Polski in Bydgoszcz, drinking filter coffee from porcelain cups and considering how to use
art to convey the danger of the surveillance state. With them at the table are
playwright Pawel Sztarbowski and translator Iwona Nowacka. Looking at the mobile phones and computers lying around
them, they’re already wondering: are we
really just talking to ourselves, or could
someone have hacked into our devices,
activated the cameras and started watching us?

An intelligent security system
The surveillance state is not merely an
Orwellian fantasy but a reality that is
making ever more far-reaching and sophisticated incursions into our everyday
lives. For evidence, we need look no further than INDECT: a multi-million-euro
EU research project designed to link information from sources such as internet
databases, social networks and official
registers with data from video surveillance, drone images and mobile phone
tracking and analyze them as part of an
“intelligent security system.” INDECT
will create profiles of people in order to
identify and monitor suspicious behaviour and spot threats at an early stage.
INDECT will know who we are and what
we are doing, and will assess whether or
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not we are behaving “normally.” This surveillance system will, it is claimed, assist
preventive crime fighting, and so increase
security for the citizen.
The play Against, by Nils Torpus and
his Polish project partner Pawel Sztarbowski, is an act of rebellion against this
state of affairs. As Sztarbowski explains:
“In its advanced stage, the system can be
compared to a concentration camp. Human beings are reduced to mere bodies and
assessed solely on whether they are acting as the system dictates.” Torpus adds:
“People simply don’t notice what is happening. But slowly you get used to the system, just as a frog gradually accustoms itself to hot water, to the point that it doesn’t
notice when it is boiling to death.” The end
result is a complete loss of privacy.
The central question that Against
asks is: “How can I escape from this total
control?” In it, the hackers abandon their
identities in order to evade identification.
They camouflage themselves using a new
body language that does not match the
movement patterns registered by the
cameras. “Normally, on stage, you open
yourself up and reveal your innermost self,”
says the director, “but here we’re doing the
opposite: constructing secrets again, avoiding saying or showing something.” For
this reason, the actors wear masks and occasionally make themselves invisible.
The idea of freedom
Torpus and Sztarbowski have chosen the
documentary theatre form because they
want to raise awareness, not engage in
activism. Sztarbowski explains: “The audience should come out of the theatre and
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A Swiss-Polish stage production: director Nils Torpus (left) with translator Iwona Nowacka and playwright
Pawel Sztarbowski at the Teatr Polski

be alert.” More than that, he adds, art cannot achieve. The surveillance technology
exists and cannot be uninvented. For
Sztarbowski, the theatrical element consists in “the contact between the human
and the inhuman to which the human is
subordinated – in this case technology. It’s
strongly reminiscent of a classical tragedy.”
Documentary theatre requires considerable expertise. “You approach the subject in a state of partial knowledge and pick
things up as you go along,” explains Torpus. As part of his research he visited the
Chaos Computer Club Zurich, an association of hackers, and sought advice from
Switzerland’s federal data protection commissioner. Sztarbowski made contact with
activists from the Polish Anti-ACTA movement who see the Anti-Counterfeiting
Trade Agreement (ACTA), which lays down
international standards against product
piracy and copyright violations, as a step

towards censorship of the internet.
Poland’s universities are working on INDECT on behalf of Brussels. “The professors think it’s great that Poland is finally
being brought into an important European project,” observes Sztarbowski, with
some annoyance. “Obviously they are oblivious to the danger inherent in the system.
They just think, ‘never mind what it’s for,
the main thing is we’re part of it.’” For Sztarbowski, it’s a sign of Poland’s desire to
be included, whatever it takes. But people
in Poland are aware of the issues; they have
first-hand experience of living in a surveillance state. During the socialist dictatorship it was all-encompassing. At just
thirty-two, Sztarbowski experienced little
of communism himself, but emphasizes:
“The idea of freedom lives on inside me, as
it does in every Pole.”
Nils Torpus believes that in Switzerland, freedom is taken for granted: “We’ve
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never experienced war and dictatorship, and we’re in danger
of losing our critical faculties.
Trusting the state is misguided. You have to develop
an awareness of freedom and
be ready to fight for it at every
turn.”
The Polish-Swiss play
Against was initiated by the
Schlachthaus theatre in Bern.
With the support of Pro Helvetia’s Warsaw office, the celebrated Teatr Polski in Bydgoszcz was brought on board.
The Polish and Swiss collaborators had to find a common
language for their message.
Iwona Nowacka helped them.
She builds the bridges: she
translates everything that is
discussed over filter coffee
around the pull-out wooden
table in the meeting room of
the Bydgoszcz theatre, and
everything that is performed
in two languages on stage. As
a Polish-German interpreter,
she says she has always had to
deal exclusively with the difficult past; now, for the first
time, she is confronted with
the difficult future.

Following the presentations at the
Schlachthaus theatre in Bern in May
and June (www.schlachthaus.ch) there will be
eight performances at the Teatr Polski in
Bydgoszcz (www.teatrpolski.pl), starting on 21
September 2013.
Through its Cooperations programme, Pro
Helvetia’s office in Warsaw brings professional
partners from Switzerland together with seven
Central European countries for joint projects
in various artistic fields. The liaison office
in Warsaw will close at the end of 2013. It is
hoped that the contacts and experience
gained through Cooperations will secure the
future of cultural exchange thereafter.
Marc Lehmann is the Eastern Europe
correspondent for the Swiss public broadcaster
SRF and has been based in Prague since 2007.
Translated from the German by Geoffrey
Spearing
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Surrealistic
Circus
Daniele Finzi Pasca has created more than thirty-five works
combining theatre, circus, dance and music. He has
directed four operas, and dazzled millions with his closing
ceremony for the Winter Olympic Games in Turin.
Showered with prizes and recognition wherever he goes,
the Ticino native premiered his latest work in Canada.
By Fabienne Cabado (text)
and Dario Ayala (photos)

15 January 2013, 14:30. Two days before
the opening of La Verità, the atmosphere
is amazingly calm at the Théâtre Maisonneuve of the Place des Arts complex in
downtown Montreal. On stage, the show’s
thirteen artists are standing around the piano before rehearsal doing singing exercises, while the technical crew is working
in silence in the auditorium. In the wings,
distributed between box seats for speedy
costume changes, a variety of props bears
witness to the surrealist madness of this
new production: the head of a rhinoceros,
a bouquet of gigantic dandelions, ballet tutus, large white feathers, enormous chefs’
hats, and masks. Amidst all this appears
the enigmatic face of Salvador Dalí, whose
work and eccentricities will be evoked, often very subtly, throughout the performance. A theatre curtain designed by the
late Catalan artist has by chance become
“the fourteenth member of the troupe,”
says Daniele Finzi Pasca. Created for the
overture of Mad Tristan, Léonide Massine’s
ballet presented in 1944 at New York’s Met-

ropolitan Opera, Dalí’s painted backdrop
was restored by an anonymous foundation
that has given the director the chance to
put it back in the spotlight.
The work within the work
“This gigantic object of almost nine by fifteen metres was parachuted into a creation
already in progress, and with all the symbolism that surrounds it: its style, its history, the mad Tristan depicted on it with
Iseult, the 1940s in New York City where
Spanish artists found themselves in exile
from wartime Spain. I wove all these elements together into a show that for me
marks a return to the world of acrobatics,
after several years devoted to directing
operas. Surrealism proved itself a fertile
terrain for a dialogue with the movement
of the acrobat, more allusive than that of
the actor or even of the dancer,” Finzi
Pasca remarks. “Certain scenes appeared
of their own accord when the curtain arrived,” adds the Montreal native Julie
Hamelin, the producer and creative direc-
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The new show La Verità
combines cabaret and
comedy motifs with darker,
Dalí-influenced elements
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tor who has actively participated in the development of the show. “The theme comes
from notes I made for a film script that had
been ripening for several years. I asked
Daniele if there was something true in the
story and he answered: ‘Truth is what we
have dreamed, what we have lived, what we
have invented, everything that is a part of
our memory.’ This relationship between
what is true and what is false is at the heart
of all his work.”
Notes along the way
Daniele Finzi Pasca was born in
Lugano in 1964. Through gymnastics and clown classes, he found
his way to the circus and the stage.
In 1983, at the age of nineteen, he
founded the Teatro Sunil in his
native town with his brother and
the choreographer and composer
Maria Bonzanigo. In 1991 they
achieved international recognition
with Icaro, a clownesque monologue delivered by Finzi Pasca himself, that has since been performed
over 800 times in 6 languages.
During a stopover in Montreal,
the team of the Cirque Eloize –
one of Quebec’s three most important contemporary circuses,
and of which Julie Hamelin is the
co-founder – discovered the Italian-speaking Swiss artist.

Of caresses and dreams
In most of his creations, Daniela Finzi
Pasca multiplies levels of reality, using fog

and veils as in Nebbia and video as in
Donka – Une lettre à Tchekhov, in order to
play with proportions with the help of
shadowgraphs or to put into perspective
the deeds of the actors by superimposing
on their bodies more or less abstract images. “In La Verità, we decompose and give
a little more fluidity to this large curtain in
which you can sense a longing for movement, even though the figures are frozen
in a sculptural pause,” explains the director who, along with his accomplices at the
Theatro Sunil, has developed the concept
of the teatro della carezza, the “theatre of
tenderness.” “We think that the theatre
can heal – fear, heartache – because certain stories, light in touch, have a tendency
to slip into sadness. On stage, the actors
must maintain this lightness and refine
their perception to remain in empathy
with the audience, to take them in their
arms and dance with them.”
Beyond circus feats that dazzle only
for a moment, what this almost fifty-yearold creator wants is to touch our hearts.
What he caresses is the fibre of emotion
and nostalgia that vibrates in each of us.
And he has seduced millions of people by
weaving into the warp of his shows memories of his childhood in the working-class
neighbourhood of Molino Nuovo: the taste
of a piece of candy, the quality of light, the
sweet words of a grandmother, a day at the
carnival. “Every story I tell starts from

The giant painted backdrop created by Salvador Dalí in 1944 for the ballet Mad Tristan
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Daniele Finzi Pasca: director, author,
choreographer and clown.

“We fell in love with his universe, with the
poetry and the humanity that Icaro sets
free,” she recalls. “When he returned to
Montreal for the creation of Visitatio with
the company Carbone 14, I asked him if he
would like to participate in what would become Nomade – La nuit, le ciel est plus
grand.” So began a fruitful collaboration
that would continue from 2002 to 2009
and give birth to the fabulous Trilogie du
ciel, which also includes Rain – Comme
une pluie dans tes yeux and Nebbia. The
artistic partnership also turned into a love
story: Finzi Pasca and Hamelin are now
married. At the same time, he created
other works for the Teatro Sunil, was asked
by the Cirque du Soleil to direct Corteo,
and – with the artistic team of the Trilogie
– directed the closing ceremony of the
2006 Winter Olympic Games in Turin.
In 2011, after having directed four
operas, the creative couple joined up with
three long-time accomplices, Maria Bonzanigo, Hugo Gargiulo and Antonio Vergamini, to found the Compagnia Finzi Pasca.
Based in Lugano, it employs some fifty
people, including a solid core from Quebec.
In 2012 Finzi Pasca received Switzerland’s
highest theatre award: the Hans Reinhard
Ring.

Acrobatic props, rhythms and colours dominate Finzi Pasca’s latest spectacle

there, and I always try to understand what
I see by looking at it through the eyes of
people from the neighbourhood; that probably explains why I feel at home in many
parts of the world,” he says. “And then everything I do is done to surprise some fifteen friends and relatives so they will be
proud of me. I truly believe that you have
to start from yourself and be altogether in
touch with your dreams, that you have to
be yourself in resonance with a show to
hope that others find something familiar
there, too.”
In fact, if the works of this genial clown
unanimously move audiences all over the
world, it is because their stories, like their
themes – family, illness, friendship, sharing, parting – are universal.
Echos of the opening
Everyone who is anyone in Montreal came
out to discover La Verità, which kept all its
circus promises, with three new pieces of
equipment and attendant acrobatic feats,
nineteen coloured and rhythmical tab-

leaux, multidisciplinary artists in perfect
mastery of their art, and music no one
could get out of their heads. The transitions between the acts were asssured by a
raggedy clown duo commenting on the
curtain, criticizing it, and even putting it
up for auction.
Allusions to Dalí were everywhere: a
sumptuous horse’s head suspended at the
back of the stage and an air-borne coffin
in the form of an eye in reference to recurrent motifs in his work; a piece of equipment in the shape of a DNA spiral mirroring his interest in scientific research. A
Surrealist touch ran through the piece as
a whole, making itself felt in moments of
absurd humour, elements more allusive
than logical, and bursts of intentional incoherence.
On opening night, alas, no memories
of the Molino Nuovo neighbourhood were
discernible on the stage, and the dreamy,
magical humanity that usually distinguishes Finzi Pasca’s work came across only
with difficulty. As if some Dalían force had
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swallowed up the lightness of Chagall often cited by the director as an influence.
The reactions of the audience were
mixed. That said, and knowing that every
grand enterprise needs a breaking-in period, it is safe to bet that La Verità will soon
have struck a better balance between acrobatic feats and poetry for an international
tour that should last for at least six years.
www.finzipasca.com
Born in Geneva of Franco-Spanish origins,
Fabienne Cabado has lived in Montreal since
2000. Specialized in dance, she works as a
freelance journalist, cultural mediator,
conceptual editor, lecturer and educator.
Dario Ayala is a news photographer with a
background in visual arts. He lives in Montreal
and works at the Montreal Gazette.
www.darioayalaphoto.com
Translated from the French by Bruce Lawder
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New Swiss
Theatre Talents
in Avignon

Open-air theatre at Avignon’s Palais des Papes

as of acting, directing and choreography, will be coached by Eric Vautrin,
theatre scholar and director. The seminar makes possible an in-depth exchange between theory and practice,

A Fund for Folk Culture

Flag-throwing in traditional costumes

Traditional costumes, dance and music,
yodelling, flag tossing: 300,000 active
participants are grouped into 10 national folk culture associations, under
the umbrella organization Interessensgemeinschaft Volkskultur (IGV) for
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Now, for
the first time, Pro Helvetia has entered
into a 3-year support partnership with
the IGV. Speaking with the newspaper
Neue Luzerner Zeitung, Gody Studer of
the IGV was delighted that the new
partnership also includes a grant fund:
“We now have access to 100,000 Swiss
francs a year, which we can use to
PRO H E LV E T IA NE W SFLASH
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and represents a francophone alternative to the Forum Berlin, which is part
of the annual Berliner Theatertreffen.
www.festival-avignon.com

fund youth initiatives. It is a win-win
situation for both sides.”
From 2013 to 2015 the new programme, called VolkskulturFonds
Pro Helvetia, will support nationwide
projects by the folk culture associations.
The fund will be managed by the IGV
office, which is located in the Haus der
Volksmusik in Altdorf. An independent
jury of experts will judge the applications. All other requests pertaining to
folk culture on the part of individuals,
groups or festivals may be submitted directly to Pro Helvetia, as has previously
been the case.
www.volkskultur.ch
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Each July, the French town of Avignon
becomes a meeting point for theatre
arts professionals and fans. From 5 – 26
July 2013, the Festival d’Avignon will
feature 300 performances, and 3500 artists will have the opportunity to meet
at seminars and round-table discussions. This year, 9 up-and-coming theatre artists from Switzerland will take
part in the experience. Pro Helvetia has
launched a pilot project allowing
selected young artists to attend a weeklong seminar during the festival. The
winners, chosen from among 65 candidates, will have the opportunity to
get to know theatre professionals from
across Europe and overseas, and to exchange ideas with artists, critics and
scholars. The newcomers, from the are-

A Space for Innovation
and Reflection
In February 2013 Michele Luminati took up his new post as
director of the Istituto Svizzero di Roma (ISR). The former professor
of legal history answers some questions for Passages.
Michele Luminati, what is it like to
switch from being a university
professor to the director of a cultural
institute? And how is life in Rome?
Rome is a fascinating city. Right now
there is a lot going on here – and not
only in the political and religious
spheres. The arts and culture sector is
feeling the economic crisis, but there is
also a clear desire for change and innovation. So for me the switch has been
very positive and stimulating. I come
from a small university in Lucerne,
where I was the head of a research institute. Now the dimensions have changed
and my duties are more diverse: running
the Villa Maraini and its wonderful park;
launching an extensive renovation project; looking after the young artists and
scholars who come to stay here; and
planning a diverse cultural programme
in Rome and Milan.
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What is your vision for the Swiss Institute in Rome?
In my view, the ISR is first and foremost
a place that offers young artists and
scholars from Switzerland in-depth cultural exchange with Rome and Italy.
In other words, it is a space for cultural
production that is closely linked to its
surroundings. Our goal is not to “market” Swiss art and scholarship, but rather to make a specifically Swiss contribution to questions that are considered
important in Rome and in Italy. Our first
task is to listen carefully, in order to engage in fruitful dialogue. In that sense,
the ISR should be a space for innovation
and reflection.

Michele Luminati is from
Poschiavo (GR)

the fall of 2013 under the new name
Studio Roma. Its goal is to encourage interaction between artistic and academic
disciplines. Processes of social change
will be critically examined and discussed.
Studio Roma will provide a space in
which artistic practice and scholarly research – precisely because of the differences or even conflicts between them –
can work out alternative responses to the
current crises and transformations.
For the year 2013–2014 we have chosen
the theme: “Facing the crisis: Re-examining rules and practices.” As we see it,
over the past few years our societies have
been shaken to their very foundations.
These changes also force artists and
scholars to cast a critical gaze at their
own processes of creation, and to look
for shared solutions.

First
Monographs
for Young
Artists
Which Swiss artists will make their mark
on the art world in the near future? For
its publication series Cahiers d’Artistes,
Pro Helvetia is constantly on the lookout
for promising young artists who create
unique and surprising works.
For the upcoming series 2012/13, a
jury chose 7 artists and one artist duo,
out of a total of 130 applications, to publish a first monograph. Selected artists
from French-speaking Switzerland are:
Claudia Comte, Emilie Ding, Augustin
Rebetez and Damián Navarro. From
Italian-speaking Switzerland: Andreas
Gysin/Sidi Vanetti. And from German-speaking Switzerland: Manon Bellet, Thomas Hauri und Dominique Koch.
With Cahiers d’Artistes, Pro Helvetia has supported up-and-coming Swiss
visual artists for the past 16 years. With
the publication of a first monograph,
participating artists receive a tool with
which they can attract wider attention
for their work.
From 11 to 16 June 2013, Pro
Helvetia will present the artists’ books at
the Swiss Art Awards in Basel. At the
same time, visitors will have the opportunity to discover the artists and their
works through a variety of interventions
around the city.
The Cahiers d’Artistes are published
by Edizioni Periferia and can be purchased via bookshops or through Pro
Helvetia.
www.prohelvetia.ch

www.istitutosvizzero.it

One targeted goal of the ISR is to bring
art and academia closer together. How
exactly do you plan to accomplish this?
One priority is revamping the ISR residence programme, which will begin in

Thoughts on the path
to success, by artist
Augustin Rebetez
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Legal advice and rehearsal space
The SSA counts 2500 members today. According to Jürg Ruchti, the proud manager
of “the most Swiss-French and the smallest” of the Swiss collective rights management organizations, it has been in constant progression since the early days when
there were 300 members. Although the office premises for the SSA’s twenty-one employees are unspectacular and located in a
rather plain-looking building in the heart
of Lausanne, they are highly appreciated
by the artists, who go there not only for legal advice, but also to rehearse in a multi-purpose room placed at their disposal.
Author and stage director Jérôme
Richter, winner of the SSA award for playwriting, finds that the availability of these
premises is an asset. He adds that it is
mostly “the pro-active approach in support
of contemporary writing – crucial to avoid-

PA R T N E R

Small Partner,
Big Mission
The Swiss Authors Society
(SSA) in Lausanne is the
country’s smallest authors’
rights association, and an
important partner for artistic
creation, particularly through
its support of writing for the
stage and the screen.

juries, and often in collaboration with
other players in the field of arts and culture
funding.
Visibility at home and abroad
Be it television production, screenplay
writing, lyrical and dramatic musical composition, choreography, stage music or humour: “Many different branches of culture
come together here,” emphasizes president
Denis Rabaglia. “Our mission is the same
for everyone: to provide information and to
improve the general conditions underpinning artistic creation.”
Playwright Sylviane Dupuis also
praises the SSA’s commitment, “especially
when a cinema contract has to be renegotiated or when a stage director, who cuts
a text without permission, has to be confronted!” In particular, she mentions the
writing grant, which includes financial aid
for stage productions. According to Jérôme
Richter, this grant makes possible a “vital
encounter with the audience.”
Sylviane Dupuis also insists on the
need “to help new productions come out
and go on tour” – including outside the
country. This is precisely the SSA’s aim in
reorienting one of its awards to “focus
more on promoting our authors and plays,
particularly internationally.” In this way,
small Switzerland’s vibrant theatre scene
can make a name for itself on stages and
screens at home and abroad.
www.ssa.ch
Ariane Gigon (b. 1967) earned a degree in
literature from the University of Neuchâtel, and
has lived in Zurich since 1994. She is a
freelance writer for various francophone media,
reporting on arts and culture, and current
events in the Swiss-German region.
Translated from the French by Clarissa Hull

ing isolation – that makes the organisation
so essential.” For just like the other collective rights management organizations, the
SSA does not only collect and redistribute
royalties. Apart from a deduction of approximately 17 % for operational costs,
some 3 % go into a pension fund (SSA also
has a solidarity fund), and 4 – 5 % are reserved for a cultural fund. In 2011, close to
700,000 francs were paid out in grants by
this fund. This usually occurs in the form
of competitions entrusted to SSA-external
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By Ariane Gigon – If you click on the
French version of the website shared by the
five Swiss collective rights management
organizations (www.swisscopyright.ch),
nearly all the praise is for the Swiss Authors Society (Société suisse des auteurs,
or SSA). If you look at the German or Italian versions, however, you will find other
organizations mentioned. Although the
SSA has members in other linguistic regions, its founders are from French-speaking Switzerland. Many francophone Swiss
playwrights, choreographers or filmmakers cannot imagine finishing their works
without the support of the SSA.
And yet, the beginnings were somewhat bumpy. On 30 November 1985, a few
Geneva playwrights and filmmakers, then
members of the Swiss section of a French
collective rights management organization, got together and founded the SSA.
However, merely four years earlier Suissimage, another collective rights management organization, had been founded
in German-speaking Switzerland for the
film industry. The fact that both, at least
partly, were aimed at the same “clients”
caused tensions for several years before a
joint convention was adopted. The two societies have been working hand in hand
since then. In particular, they jointly present the SSA-Suissimage Award for New
Talents at the Solothurn Film Festival.

CA RTE BL A NCHE

From the
Heart
By Tanja Kummer – I dreamed of a throng
of journalists. “Why, oh why, Mrs Kummer, do you write about puddles, ruins and
place names in Thurgau?” they demanded
to know. I awoke with a start. Why, why,
why, went my pounding heart.
My new book will come out this autumn. It contains fictitious legends about
some “oddities” in the Thurgau region,
such as Barchet Lake, the Heuberg ruins
or the hamlet of Räuchlisberg in the municipality of Amriswil. It stands to reason
that, being born and bred in Thurgau, I
write about my home canton. But the
ideas simply fell into my lap. When hiking,
for example, or in conversation. They wandered about in my head, fascinating me
and holding me in their grip until I explored them in more depth.
Yet time and again I read interviews
with writers who adroitly explain how they
come up with the subject of their new
novel, by working on the biography of a
distant relative, for example, or by recounting an unresolved crime. Maybe
there was a noble reason behind my choice
of topic after all?
How was it in the old days? Was there
another reason than raging hormones for
writing love poems as a teenager? A better
reason than rampant post-adolescent rebellion making me rant and rave against
schools, adults and prohibitions in prose
texts? A smarter reason than the brazen
idealism of people in their mid-twenties,
with which I wanted to shake up society?
It was always a spontaneous impulse that
made me hit on my topics then.
And how is it today? Together with my
husband, a painter, I am working on a
book that portrays the Swiss mountains in
words and images. My husband also comes
from a flat canton, where the highest altitude is 1291 metres. So where does our fascination with the mountains come from?
They simply “appeal” to us. You might say
that they reflect our inner landscape, the

valleys and peaks. Maybe we are hoping to
cope better with the highs and lows of our
artistic work by committing the mountains to paper.
This is more or less what I can safely
say about my topics. They pop up like
thoughts: unexpectedly. They are productive from time to time, but more often
than not, they are not. This banal statement gave me the impression of moving
through my writer’s life like a boat without
a helmsman: a boat tossed and turned by
a tempest and in danger of crashing
against any cliff. That is, until I had another dream.
Dressed in rags, I piled stone upon
stone to build a wall in sweltering heat.
People passed by and stuck little notes into
the cracks between the stones. I watched
them anxiously, fearing laments of war
and misery. But then I furtively pulled a
note out and read it, then another, and another. The people had written down their
dearest wishes. I woke with a smile. My
dream was crystal clear. It showed me
what I should write about and what my
subject was: the heart’s desire! I was overjoyed. I would never run out of topics because there are so many beautiful wishes:
freedom, peace, love, harmony, health,
CAR T E B LANCH E
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holidays, and so on. But when I told my
husband about it, he said: “I think your
dream is telling you something entirely
different. It doesn’t matter why and what
you write about. The main thing is that it
comes from the heart.”
Tanja Kummer (b. 1976) lives in Winterthur.
Her poems and stories are published by the
Zytglogge-Verlag. She is currently working on
a novel. She and her husband Alex Zwalen form
the artist duo alexalexandra.
www.alexalexandra.ch
Illustration: Alex Zwalen
Translated from the German by Clarissa Hull
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Husmann /
Tschaeni
sharing my thoughts and my demur, 2012
mixed media behind acrylic glass
152 × 125 cm
The artist duo Husmann / Tschaeni are
Pascale Mira Tschäni (b. 1975) und Michael
Husmann Tschäni (b. 1974). Their works are
created backwards, by painting, drawing and
spraying onto the reverse side of acrylic glass.
Multiple layers are applied, using materials
such as oil, enamel, crayon and pencil. As in
reverse glass painting, everything is applied
back-to-front. It is a shared process with results that never fail to surprise when the
work is viewed the right way around.
The work sharing my thoughts and my
demur is part of the Ox Lahun series, which
includes paintings, costumes, an installation
and a performance.
Husmann / Tschaeni graduated from the
Hochschule Design & Kunst in Lucerne. They
live and work in Beinwil am See with their two
children, four cats, five goats and many fish.
Their art works have been shown in galleries
throughout Switzerland, as well as in Melbourne, New Delhi, Berlin and Los Angeles.
www.husmanntschaeni.com
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Immigrants as artists – and not
as victims – were just not on
the cultural-political agenda.
Shermin Langhoff
“I Didn’t Want to Play the Turkish Card”
Eva Behrendt, p. 10

You want to avoid two things. One is pretending that there are no differences. The other
is essentializing: thinking that there’s a way
‘they’ are and that there’s a way ‘we’ are.
Kwame Anthony Appiah
Citizens of the World
Interview by Marcy Goldberg, p. 14

When I told the story to my literary confrères in
Lubumbashi, they nearly split their sides laughing. Once they
had calmed down again, I asked them what they considered
Here I Come!
Max Lobe, p. 17
Max Lobe Lubumbashi,
good French to be.
www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
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